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The TAC keeps a record of both fatalities and hospitalisations in Victoria, with a six
month lag in reporting, meaning 2018 is the last complete year available, with 8636
hospitalisations and 213 fatalities.
The problem is still the ‘cause’, and the solution requires better, more advanced and
quantifiable training and testing procedures for future road users before they become
actual road users.
Nationally from June 2015 – to June 2016, 8263 severely injured people were admitted
to Australia’s 26 major trauma centres – 46% of those were caused by road trauma.
The statistics relating to ‘serious injury’ historically have been concealed behind the
reduction in the road toll statistics. These figures need to become more transparent and
communicated better to the wider public.

These figures clearly demonstrate that we are not reducing the crash rate
incidence, we have, with advancements in technologies in automotive
and medical industries, learnt to keep people alive after crashing.
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CAUSE OF ROAD TRAUMA:
In a study done by the Advanced Institute of Motoring in the UK (2012), titled ‘Licensed
to Skill’ concluded that 68% of fatalities were caused by human error – not drinking,
drugs or speed. In later years, these figures have increased. As have the percentage of
deaths cause by driver distraction – specifically mobile phone usage, which is still
categorized as ‘driver error’.
Up to 95% of crashes involving 15-18yo are caused by ‘driver error’ (REF: Jessica Hafetz Mirman
PhD, Division of Adolescent Medicine at the Center for Injury Research & Prevention at the Childrens Hospital of
Philadelphia – Research Center),

other estimates range between 85-95%. Amongst Australian

industry experts the accepted percentage of deaths caused specifically by ‘driver error’
averages from 75 – 85% across all age groups.
Contrary to recent reports regarding Rural crash rates, a disparity in geographic location
when comparing deaths and hosptitalisations on Australian roads occurs. In 2018
national roads trauma statistics, almost two thirds of road deaths occur in regional and
remote areas, while about two thirds of hospitalisations occur in major cities. There
remains significant cause to question the impact of time in relation to the injuries
sustained on rural and remote roads, and proximity to appropriate medical intervention.
Condition of roads remains a valid factor in the crash rate incidence in rural areas.

The approach to reduce the road toll needs to look at the core problem,
which is universally agreed by both academics and practitioners globally –
HUMAN ERROR. The Safe System Approach, which includes Safer roads,
Safer vehicles, Safer speeds and Safer road users – is missing the crucial
link – SAFER DRIVERS.
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GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION: (Victoria)
As an election promise in 2014 Daniel Andrews committed a budget of $1.1B to for the
Towards Zero 2016-2020 – Victoria’s Road Safety Strategy & Action Plan. $146M was
allocated to the Government’s Young Driver Safety Package election commitments, as a
result of 2012 Victorian Government survey concluding that 92% of respondents
(16,300) agreed that increased education of young drivers was required.
The budget breakdown was (extracted from ALP website):
$80M Crash and Trauma Education Centre (featuring simulators)
$24.4M ½ day defensive driver training course for every Year 10 Student
$16M L2P Program (assisting disadvantaged students get 120 hours)
$15M Drug & Booze buses
$7M Free license for no offenses
$2M Communication Fund for young people
$1.6 Community Grants
After the successful election campaign, road safety seminars with industry professionals
and associated stakeholders (national and international) were conducted to assist with
the Tender process. Tenders were opened in October 2015 with deadlines of December
2015. In February 2016 it was determined that there we no successful Tenders, and the
Tender Application was modified and re-opened in September 2016. In January 2017
successful applicants were announced, with delivery deadlines scheduled for 2018.
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The Road Safety Education Complex at the Melbourne Museum was opened in August
2018. The ‘global hub for road safety, featuring simulators, exhibitions and
presentations from victims and emergency workers’ unfortunately did not include
simulators or any practical / interactive ICT technology. Four Oculus Virtual Reality
headsets were installed, that required the student/user to sit and watch a 3D futuristic
minifilm depicting what roads will look like in 2040 with all automated vehicles and zero
road trauma. Without any physical input required by the User, this installation defeats
the primary purpose of VR training. This complex was reported to have cost $55M,
$25M less than budgeted.
The practical / training programs (Road Smart) designed for 15 – 17year olds included
2 x e-Learning modules for classroom training and a practical driver training element to
be delivered at 6 locations throughout Victoria for a total addressable market of 90,000
Year 10 students/year, commenced in the second half of 2017. The ‘half day defensive
driver training course’ as promised was reduced to a 20minute in-car lesson with a
professional instructor, with 2 other student passengers, which were rotated for all
students to complete lesson.
Uptake numbers for either visitors to the Road Safety Education Complex or the
practical driver training lessons have not been released, and assessment of any
elements of the Young Driver Safety Program are yet to be provided. TAC has advised
the writer that despite the sharp rise in teenage fatalities, this process will not
commence for 12-18months and will take a further 12months to complete, therefore
findings will not be available until mid 2021 at best. Statistically within that timeframe
another 75 teenagers (16-20yo) will have lost their lives on Victorian roads.
A Federal Government road safety inquiry released in September 2018, slammed
authorities for investment, accountability and implementation ‘failure’. The report
claimed ‘improving road user competence and awareness through education,
enforcement and technology has been and remains a key factor in reducing crashes’.
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In Sweden future road users are subjected to 8 theoretical tests (including training
about drugs, alcohol and driving), 14 driving tests prior to being ready for the final test,
followed by hazard education which includes skid control and emergency braking for
slippery conditions. Prior to any on-road instruction is permitted, the instructor and
student must complete a 3 hour traffic safety course together.
In the United Kingdom students can get their licenses at 17 with no minimum hours or
training. There are 2 theory tests, a hazard perception test and 2 vehicle safety
questions. The students have to pass a rigorous 40 minute driving ability test in order to
get their license.
In the Netherlands a prospective road user must do a theory test, then enroll with a
driving school to use the school’s vehicle for the practical test. There are no minimum
time allocations or hours of training, but the average Learner driver completes
approximately 35 lessons with a registered driving instructor prior to applying for the
driving license test.
The above examples are to demonstrate ‘world’s best practice’ and these jurisdictions
emphasis on professional driver training and competency of the drivers as paramount to
licensure. Compulsory log books with 120 hours of ‘lay driving instruction’ delivered
predominately by untrained instructors (parents/guardians) can only allow the students
to be as good as their instructor – at best. The average amount of professional lessons
taken to by Australian Learner Drivers is between 6-10 (approx. 4.5 – 7.5 hours of total
120 hours).
Currently there are new technologies available to bridge the gap between theory and
practical driver training and allow students to get simulated driver training in
classrooms, delivered on PC/laptops.
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VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS:
The increasing road toll comes despite a study revealing cars are safer than ever, with
data from independent crash-test authority ANCAP revealing 92 per cent of the new
cars sold in Australia have a five-star safety rating. Cars with a four-star rating represent
just three per cent of new car sales, and cars with a three-star rating or lower account
for just one per cent of sales.
Over the last decade alone the safety of vehicles has improved exponentially, with
features such as:
-

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)

-

Air Bags

-

Traction Control

-

Lane Departure Warnings

-

Electronic Stability Control

-

Adaptive Radar technology

-

Blind Spot indicators

As of July 2019, more than half the cars sold in Australia were fitted with potentially lifesaving autonomous emergency braking technology, which automatically slams on the
brakes if it detects an impending rear-end collision.
There have been recommendations to reduce the luxury car tax to make premium
vehicles with safer, expensive technology more affordable, however safer vehicles
deliver incremental benefits over the long term … it takes about 20 years to achieve
fleet turnover.
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DISTRACTION MANAGEMENT (incl mobile phone usage):
The vast rise in fatalities associated with the use of mobile phones is topical and
education again is vital, for users to understand the dangers associated with same.
Using available technologies, training is available to demonstrate the ‘real time’ hazards
and reduced reaction times associated with texting whilst driving.
Other State governments are deploying new technology and harsher penalties to curb
distracted driving. In December 2019 New South Wales rolled out world-first mobile
phone detection cameras, capable of snapping photos of drivers touching their phones
while driving. The NSW Government have spent $88M implementing mobile phone
detecting cameras (fixed and mobile) after a six month trial ‘caught’ 100,000 drivers
using mobile phones whilst driving.
Queensland will also trial the cameras, and has increased the penalty for mobile phone
use behind the wheel to $1000.
Drivers in Victoria face a $484 fine and 4 demerit points for texting whilst driving.
Technology is currently being developed to help young drivers understand the dangers
of texting whilst driving, using simulated games, to demonstrate the inability to safely
drive whilst texting.
Drivers need to also be able to manage other in-cabin distractions, such as passengers
(incl. children), refer MUARC study citing young children are more distracting than
mobile phones. Simulation training and/or role playing (Fit2Drive) can provide benefits
and learnings in these areas.
Other technologies to disable phone usage whilst driving could also be deployed.
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ADVERTISING & COMMUNICATIONS:
Advertising campaigns depicting victims of road trauma are effective for a certain
percentage of the market, however access and availability to that market needs to be
sought. TAC advertisements are impactful for the adults watching, but with so many
media platforms available the segmented target audiences, specifically the 16-20yo
demographic are not attuned to watching advertisements. The most appropriate place
to capture the entire market is through the school system, to allow and repeat the
messaging for maximum penetration.

Sports sponsorships/branding lack relevance & connection to the issues or messages.

According to educational experts specializing in later stage teenagers with underdeveloped frontal lobe/cortex, to ‘cut through’ the students need to acquire a ‘deep
understanding’ of the specific activity, which can only be acquired by making and
learning from their own mistakes. Psychologically teenager’s retention rates are higher
when they are engaged or immersed in an activity they enjoy and can do autonomously.
Simulation, gaming and educational technology provides that opportunity is a safe and
controlled environment.

For most ‘at risk’ teenagers (who can be identified by the age of 6), the thought of
becoming incapacitated for the rest of their life is more confronting than death.
Statistically the likelihood is far higher for debilitation than fatality. It has been
estimated that an 18yo road trauma victim suffering quadriplegia will cost
approximately $15m over his/her lifetime, without considering the emotional expense
of a life wasted
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VICTORIAN TOWARDS ZERO ROAD SAFETY STRATEGY 2016-2020:
The Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy was a ‘fresh approach’ with three guiding truths
at its core:
1. We all make mistakes, but no-one should dies because of them
2. Our bodies are not designed to withstand so much crash force before being
seriously injured or killed, with some people being more vulnerable
3. Everyone shares the responsibility to make our road system safer

The strategy was based around the Safe System Approach – which includes 4 primary
pillars:
1. Safer Roads (infrastructure spend, focus on rural, flexible barriers)
2. Safer Speeds (consistent speed limits, rated according to condition of roads)
3. Safer Vehicles (technology – lane departure warnings, ABS, airbags)
4. Safer Road Users (pedestrians, cyclists)

Whilst the strategy is based around the fact that humans are human and
make mistakes, there is no pillar or focus on helping reduce the rate of
error of the humans.

All efforts need to focus on reducing human error.
Across multiple departments that were involved in rolling out and implementing the
Towards Zero Strategy based all knowledge on academia and evidence base, looking
backwards rather than forwards, dismissing potential technologies or future trends that
could potentially provide effective solutions, including but not limited to Artificial
Intelligence, simulation, virtual reality training, gaming, etc.
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The National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020 states the Safe System approach is also
focused on making the road transport system more forgiving of human error. The
National Road Safety Council (NRSC) ‘supports any initiative aimed at investigating the
use of new technologies to minimise driver error and monitor driver performance’.

Worksafe Australia Occupational Health and Safety laws state ‘… training should not be
restricted to just delivering a talk on a specific topic. It should also involve practical
exercises.’

In January 2019 Driveschool Enterprises Pty Ltd conducted a blind randomized test at
METEC Driver Training facility, using Melbourne University protocol to assess the
learning outcomes of students by comparing an online simulation game to the Victorian
Government designed & funded YSDP 20minute in-car lesson. Half the Students did the
simulation first and the other ½ the in-car lesson, professional instructors assessed all
students with a set criteria not knowing who had done what exercise first. Students that
completed the simulation game first rated 48% more competent and 17% less anxious.

The online simulation game has now been trialed with over 5000 students, with great
success. Early adopters of the program have been Private schools and Special Needs
schools (for students with ADHD, Autism, ABI, mild physical/mental disability). This
particular software program, that has recently won the Australasian Serious Games
Congress (with the highest score in the history of the event) and could be rolled out to
every 16yo in Victoria (90,000) for less than $5.5M annually.
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DRIVER TRAINING:

In conjunction with learning the road rules, Learner Drivers require practical driver
training to teach them the cognitive skills required to successfully and safety operate a
motor vehicle. In Australia the average no. of lessons Learners get with professional
instructors is between 6-10, which equates to approx. 4.5 – 7.5 of their compulsory 120
hours.

Professional driving instructors require a standard Certificate III or IV in Training &
Assessment to become a driving instructor, however this certification does not
necessarily qualify them as a ‘good driver’. The industry requires more regulation and
testing of instructors to improve the overall quality, results and perception of the
‘service’.

Whilst it is cost prohibitive for the majority of parents to buy too many lessons, parents
themselves would benefit from some professional tuition prior to starting the 120hours
with their children, otherwise parents are merely passing on bad habits.

Initiatives such as the L2P program are great in theory, again the competency of the
instructor/mentor needs to be assessed to ensure they are teaching the right skills and
behaviours.

An accreditation process for all Driving Instructors should be mandatory to provide
transparency and accountability to this professional service industry.
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ROAD SAFETY EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
Road safety education in secondary schools is aligned with the Victorian Curriculum in
Years 9 / 10 & VCAL : Health & Wellbeing, Science, Maths, Literacy.

From a public survey conducted with in May 2019 the following answers were received:
1. Do you think reading a book adequately prepares Learner Drivers before getting
into the driver’s seat?

NO

97%

2. Do you think simulation training could assist with in-cabin controls, intersections
and basic driving skills?

YES

98.5%

3. Do you think 15-16yo’s would enjoy learning digitally with an online simulation
game?

YES

98.5%

4. Would you like your 15-16yo to have completed some simulation training prior
to you getting in the passenger seat?

YES

100%

5. Would you like simulation training available at your school?

YES

98.5%

6. Would you pay $60 annually for this service

YES

95%
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
All road safety stakeholders, regulators, practitioners & academics agree – the primary
cause of road trauma is ‘driver / human error’. It is therefore paramount that the focus
is on reducing the ‘driver / human error’.

Currently Policy is not in line with technology. Our recommendation is to include
simulation training in the Graduated Learning System for Pre & Early Stage Learner
drivers, delivered through the secondary school/education system. Programs are readily
available in market (delivered on PC with portable steering wheel & pedal set), with new
learning modules being developed to address specific issues such as:

1. Texting & Driving
2. Rural Driving – narrow roads, uneven/damaged cuttings, animals/livestock
3. Fatigue Management
4. Drug & Alcohol Impairment
5. International/Immigrants/Refugees
6. Disability/Rehabilitation/Special Needs

Road trauma is the highest killer of youths Worldwide, and costs Australia in excess of
$29B annually. This needs to be addressed pro-actively by considering the one area of
road safety that is decades behind and bring practical, safe and affordable driver
training into the 21st Century.

Simulation is the safest way to start to learn to drive, and the safest way
to demonstrate the dangers of ‘bad decisions’ when behind the wheel.
•

RESEARCH DATA (Feb 2012) - ATTACHED
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RESEARCH DATA COMPILED FEBRUARY 2012 FOR :
DRIVESCHOOL ENTERPRISES PTY LTD
P O BOX 2379 BRIGHTON VICTORIA AUSTRALIA P: 03 9598 9101
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1 Introduction
1.1

Abstract

The identification and conception of an effective methodology to address ongoing high instances of road trauma with
particular emphasis on youth.

1.2

Motivation

In the last decade, 10 thousand Australians have perished as a result of road trauma. Many more have suffered injuries
ranging from slight to permanent disability. Statistically, youth are significantly over-represented in road trauma.
The cost, both fiscal and in human terms, is astronomical and the effects on society are profound. While it may be
unrealistic to believe that the road toll can ever be zero, our aim as a society should be far closer to this number than we
presently are.

1.3

Social Complacency

Road use appears to be perceived by many as something akin to an inalienable right. Moreover, there is a prevailing
overtone that road trauma is an inevitable “given” of road use. It appears rare for most road users to consider road
trauma as a possibility they may be a victim of unless they do indeed become a victim or some close to them does.
Very few road users accurately perceive the lethal potential of a powered road vehicle. It is useful to consider that an
average car is a self-powered, 1000 kilogram projectile, capable of travelling at speeds of least 100kph. It is not
unreasonable to view an automobile as at least as lethal as a firearm.

1.4

Competency of Road Users

The reader is invited to consider their own experience of road users. In particular consider the frequency with which
attention to the following items may be witnessed:
- Flagrant breaches of road law such as speeding
- Flawed understanding of road law such as use of roundabouts or driving in cycling lanes
- Failure to use indicators when turning or changing lanes
- Driving too closely behind other vehicles
- Distracted behavior when driving such as using telephones or mirrors to adjust grooming
This list is by no means comprehensive but it should serve to underscore the relatively low competency level of many
road users. It is the experience of the authors that at least one item on the list above will occur every minute when driving
in built up areas. While difficult to factually prove, the indication is of a poor standard of basic competency among existing
road users.

2
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1.5

Efforts to Date

Enormous efforts have been made to reduce road trauma. Significant examples include:


Creation of laws of to address road trauma risk factors including reducing speed limits, alcohol and
drug testing, mandating of safety features in vehicles.



Strict enforcement of the afore-mentioned laws.



Advertising campaigns across all media forms.



Identification and improvement of high-risk traffic “blackspots”.



Mandated minimum driving hours for learner drivers.

While proponents of the measures listed tend to claim success, it is difficult to quantify the actual success of any given
measure. This is in part because some of these measures have been implemented concurrently. Moreover, safety
advances built into modern vehicles has simultaneously contributed to reductions in death and injury stemming from
road trauma. These include:
Multiple Airbag systems
Anti-lock braking systems
Safety harness tensioning systems
Traction and stability control systems
“Safety Cell” cabins and the use of energy absorbing “crumple” zones in vehicle construction.

1.6

The Remedial Approach

All the measures listed in point 1.3 are of the remedial kind. That is to say they deal with the problems of road users,
after the have begun using roads.
This is of course a function of the fact that there are vast numbers of existing licensed road users, some of whom
procured their license more that 40 years ago or more. Consider the changes in road laws alone during that time.
It is rare for road users to be re-tested once a license has been granted and usually only occurs in exceptional
circumstances. Owing to the obvious unpopularity of any notion of regular license re-testing, it is extraordinarily unlikely
that popularly elected legislators would ever consider implementing such a measure.
Accordingly, there is definitely an ongoing need for remedial measures to address road trauma.

1.7

Training – A missed opportunity

What are glaringly absent are pre-emptive methodologies. Under the vast majority of jurisdictions, there exists one
“point of capture” for coming generations of road users. That is obviously the licensing process itself.
Unfortunately, this opportunity appears to be greatly under-utilized. Little has changed in driver training and license
testing in the last half century.

3
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2 Investigation
2.1

Initial Observations

In consideration of the material discussed in section 1 of this document it was decided to address the area of pre-license
training. It was concluded that a means to greatly improve the skills of road users could potentially reduce road trauma
long term.

2.2

Methodology

By examining other paradigms in which training was required in preparation for high-risk activities it was discovered that
the prevailing methodology is the use of simulation.
Simulation training has long been used in aviation, particularly commercial and military aviation. Maritime and naval
training is also largely undertaken in simulators.
A number of driving simulators exist with applications in professional driver training through to road-use simulators
implemented for driver training.
A clear advantage of simulation training is that users are trained in a risk-free environment. Also, inevitably the cost of
operating a simulator is significantly lower than actually flying aircraft of commanding vessels.
Because of the widespread use of simulators as training tools, research into its effectiveness is bountiful. Refer to
Section 6 (Simulation Research) of this document for a selection of research articles concerning simulation.

2.3

Effectiveness

In order to better understand how simulation might positively influence road safety in an ongoing manner,
comprehensive investigation was made into the areas of Road Safety, Digital Age Education, and Psychology relating to
Road Trauma.
Refer to Sections 4 (Road Safety Research), 5 (Education Research), and 7(Psychology Research) of this document to
view a selection of salient material.
As this research was undertaken and assimilated, a symbiotic picture began to emerge. By observing the most current
thinking and research from the disparate areas investigated, a radical new approach to greatly reduce road trauma by
improving road-user skills is possible.
With correct implementation and dissemination, this approach could form the basis of the most comprehensively
effective road safety program ever conceived and afford outcomes whose efficiency would be measured in terms of
decades.

4
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3 Conclusion
3.1

Conclusion Abstract

myDRIVESCHOOL® began with a systematic examination of a problem. It was not until this examination was complete
that a solution was constructed. Road tolls remain unacceptably high despite all best efforts to date. The research within
this document indicates that there may be a way to address this in a lasting and meaningful way.
Under present circumstances, little can be done to improve the proficiency of existing road-users. As disappointing as this
may be, it does not constitute an excuse to leave the matter of road trauma unaddressed. With properly constructed and
deployed simulation training for pre-license aspirants, an opportunity exists to radically reduce road trauma in the long
term for ensuing generations of road users.
Traditionally, legislative bodies seek comfort in proof of premise from examples of implementation elsewhere to justify
their motives and expenditure. If this model is followed, the road toll will likely never fall. As the world moves from
“blackboard learners” to digital natives, an opportunity exists to “get it right”. It is time for populist governments to make
a bold commitment.

3.2

The Way Forward

As previously stated, the concept of myDRIVESCHOOL® was born of the need to solve a problem – namely the social
and fiscal cost of road trauma. In researching this subject, a clear path defined itself.
In an age when those authoring legislation are at risk of visiting their “blackboard” learning irrelevancies on future
generations, now is the time to embrace the generation of “digital natives” and allow them to learn in a manner all
research concludes is native to their learning skills.
MyDRIVESCHOOL® proposes a low-cost simulation based driver education scheme to be made available to every
license aspirant from this day forward. Ideally this concept would be made available through the education system.

3.3

Base Proof

Observing the evidence of all researched subject matter, the myDRIVESCHOOL® concept embraces all the latest
digital age learning imperatives. It is:
- Preventative
- Proactive/anticipatory rather than reactive
- Links in with kids current learning styles
- Gaming with high levels of structure (monitoring)
- Effective learning & teaching
- Positive use of ICLT (information communication learning techniques)
- Built in assessment/record of achievement (if we run with points allocation or competition style)

3.4

Existing V. the Future License Holders

It remains for remedial methodologies to address the issues of poor proficiency among existing license holders.
5
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An opportunity exists for legislators to “draw a line in the sand” now and set new standards.

4 Road Safety Research:
4.1

Licensed to skill:

Contributory factors in road accidents: Great Britain 2005-2009 - IAM (Institute Advanced
Motorists) April 2011.
4.1.1

Executive Summary

Since 2005, official accident records have included additional information on contributory factors which are designed to
provide insights into why and how road crashes happen and to help develop measures aimed at preventing them. A total
of 77 categories of contributory factor are available. These provide information on the factors which the police officer
attending the scene considers may have contributed to the cause of the accident. They are intended to identify the
key actions and failures which led directly to the impact. This report looks at over 700,000 items of official crash data to
pick out common themes.
1. Driver and rider error or reaction’ factors are recorded more frequently than other types – 68% of all crashes
2. The next most common are ‘injudicious action’ factors – 26% of all crashes
3. This is closely followed by ‘behaviour or inexperience’ factors – 25% of all Crashes.
Many of the issues which receive the most media coverage are not actually among the most common contributory factors.
Speeding, drink driving, mobile phone use, tailgating, road rage and bad weather are all important but are not as
frequently reported as driver errors;
- ‘Exceeding the speed limit’ (13.9% of fatal, 7.2% of serious and less for slight)
- ‘impaired by alcohol’ (10% of fatal and 7% of serious accidents, less slight accidents)
- ‘aggressive driving’ (8% of fatal accidents, less serious and slight accidents)
- ‘slippery road - due to weather’ (11% of slight and 8% of serious accidents but less frequently reported in
fatal accidents)
- ‘sudden braking’ and ‘following too close’ (8% of slight accidents each, but less frequently reported in fatal
and serious accidents)
- ‘Driver using mobile phone’ (0.8% of fatal crashes, but only 0.2% of all injury crashes)
- Vehicle defects are recorded in very few cases (2%).
The report shows the top ten factors for different crash severities, driver age, road types and other issues such as
weather and time of crash. These ‘top tens’ show key variations which the IAM believe can be useful in the design of
future interventions. Accidents involving younger and older drivers show different contributory factors and these can be
used to tailor training and assessment solutions. For example, ‘Learner or inexperienced’ is recorded as a contributory
factor more frequently on rural roads, minor roads and 60 mph roads than elsewhere confirming the IAM’s view that the
driving test does little to prepare new drivers for the highest risk activities.
6
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4.2

Reinventing Driver Education

Strategic Directions for Driver Ed in the 21st Century. Lawrence P Lonero, Canada.
The AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety outline project in 1995 was to initiate program development which could ‘reinvent’
a more intensive, comprehensive and effective driver education system, which in turn could lead to a significant reduction
in novice drivers’ crashes. The project reviewed knowledge in a number of areas – driver education effectiveness,
novice drivers’ needs, methods of instruction and behavioural influence. It became clear that the traditional
education model used for driver education is inadequate. Fundamental changes are needed in content,
methods and organization of driver education. The purpose of this paper is to describe potential new developments and
synergies among content, methods, technologies, and organizational change needed to meet the demand for quality
st
and a more effective role for driver education in the 21 Century.
The classical education model is inadequate to ensure safe driver performance. Major changes in content, methods and
organization are needed for driver education to achieve a significant, lasting impact.
Because it is expected to actually change behaviour, DE has a tougher job than most other forms of education. To have
a chance of succeeding, it must lead in the scope and precision of its content and the effectiveness of it’s methods.
Innovative, particpational education in the classroom and self-paced, automated training in the lab are needed to
balance motives and skills. Reduction of crashes will also likely require linking DE with parental and community
influences, graduated licensing, and motivational influences such as personal involvement and incentives. (see Gell et
at. 1990; Lonero et al, 1995).
Few drivers would take a risky action if they knew it was going to result in a crash. The individual and community factors
that influence personal motivation and social responsibility have to be high priorities if DE is to achieve it’s safety
mission.
New media and teaching techniques can expand the range of this integration, to the benefit of driver education and the
other fields. Interactive media can be used to enhance perceptual skills, decision making skills, and attentional control
that may apply to other tasks besides driving.
Strategic Directions; A trend towards privatization, name-brand development, and consolidation of DE will produce new
business opportunities for service providers and suppliers of instruction material and equipment. Compatibility of
hardware and software will become issues as technologies develop and DE becomes more complex and modular.
An effective new driver education will need to be explicitly developmental, adaptive and experimental to stimulate and
incorporate rapid advances in knowledge and technology. DE will benefit greatly from development of interactive,
individualized learning technologies (Brock 1997; Decina et al 1996). These will come quickly and automatically.
Computer-based instruction and part-task simulation have reached a point where we are now ready to make use of their
largely-untapped potential for training, even for relatively complex capacities such as allocation of attention (eg; Gopher
1992).
Interactive computer-based instruction holds promise for fore effective and efficient learning of basic skills and
knowledge. These are the relatively easy parts of the reinvention of driver education. Greater efficiency in basic learning
will free up teaching and learning resources to concentrate on the ‘hard parts’ of driver education, which are: - developing
students’ higher cognitive processes, motivation and responsibility
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- training teacher/facilitators who can help do this
- mobilizing influence resources in the family, community, industry and government to support the teachers
and students.
Summary: At a minimum, DE needs to be more sharply focused on perceptual and cognitive skills, as well as better
nurturing healthy personal motives and civic responsibility. DE must: 1. improve novice drivers’ ability to better perceive
hazards and evaluate risks; and 2. reduce the amount of risk they are willing to tolerate on the roads, both for
themselves and for others. While these are nearly motherhood goals, how we can best achieve them, and even if it is
possible, are complex and controversial issues.

4.3

Creating Safer New Drivers

Where are we and can we go anywhere from here? K B Smith, Smithworks Consulting
2002
Research since the start of the 1990’s has identified the important elements in learning to drive, and in particular has
identified the role of cognitive and judgmental skills. From this, researchers have emphasized the need to practice and
gain experience in depth during the learner permit period. Authorities have taken up this suggestion by firstly requiring
longer periods of learner permit tenure and more recently, in several Australian jurisdictions, requiring learners to
complete a log book outlining the amount and type of experience gained. Various handbooks and guides such as the
ACRS’s Surviving Your Teenager’s Learner’s Permit and publications by the Victorian Transport Accident Commission
and the NRMA, and others all emphasize the same thing.
Young people may be over-represented for reasons of exposure, or because their behaviour or the errors they commit
are compounded by less well developed cognitive and judgment skills, or by motivation, peer pressure and other age
specific factors.
As many researchers and others have pointed out, there is a great gap between what one has the knowledge to do and
is capable of, and what one chooses to do. Sabey (cited in Hirsh) concluded that 95% of crashes result solely or partly
from human error. It is safe to say that in many instances those ‘errors’ are failures of attention or anticipation or
observation; failures of exercise not of ability.
Having said this, several researchers are of the view that novice drivers typically have deficiencies in higher-order skills
and capacities. Mayhew & Simpson identified empirical research support for eight skills and capabilities that are central
to reducing the risk of collision for young drivers:
These are: Steering control, speed control, parallel processing/multitasking – skill integration, visual search/scanning,
hazard detection, risk assessment, decision making, risky lifestyle & risk taking.
Young people, and especially young males, are particularly risk prone, simply because they are young and male.
Therefore, immaturity, overconfidence and lock of appreciation of consequences are joined to insufficiently developed
cognitive and judgmental capacities to make a potent mix of disadvantages.
Of these, motivation and overconfidence are probably the prior and more important concerns. Christie notes that there is
theoretical support for training that targets optimism bias, overconfidence and attitudinal/ motivational factors.
Insight training has been considered to hold promise. Insight training refers to ‘any program that aims to raise novice
drivers’ awareness of limitations in their driving skills and their underestimation of risk, with the focus being more on
attitudinal / motivational factors associated with driving than basic vehicle handling skills.
8
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Comment has been offered that researchers and government agencies appeared to show little knowledge of recent
developments in post-license training; apart from work on insight training studied by Gregerson and others, very little
actual study of post-license training has been recent, and certainly does not cover the type of training that several postlicense trainers now claim to offer. The main exception to this is perhaps fleet safety management, in which there has
been considerable development in the last decade.
Neilsen points out that the driver training industry has moved on from the kinds of courses being offered at the time
evaluations were carried out: ‘it is doubtful if any provider of post-license driver training in Australia is still doing the
things the same as they were 12 months ago, let alone in 1995”. It is apparent that it is time for officialdom to take a
closer look at with is being offered in post-license driver training, to appreciate and encourage ‘good’ work where it is
being done, and to provide guidance for operators wishing to provide training that is in keeping with research evidence
and does not violate safety principles.

4.4

The Efficacy of Road Safety Education in Schools

Centre for Automotive Safety Research: A review of current approaches, by SJ Raftery, LN
Wundersitz Report CASR077 March 2011-07-07
Page 9: Other techniques may include the use of interactive exhibits that encourage a hands-on approach to learning and
allow the individual to develop their own knowledge of different issues. Drawbacks to approaches like these are that they
can be expensive to run and require suitable infrastructure to make them accessible to the target audience.

4.5

Rationale for Traffic Safety Education:

Department of Education State of Victoria DEECD 2008.
Traffic Safety Education is most readily located within the Health and Physical Education Domain of the Personal and
Social Learning Stands (VELS). However Traffic Safety Education themes and issues also easily be represented in
activities and outcomes across all the other strands and domains.
Providing a comprehensive, sequential and ongoing Traffic Safety Education program is a key role of schools to support
the State’s road safety strategy by embedding traffic safety behaviours in the next generations and their environs.
Traffic-related injuries are among the greatest threats to the wellbeing of young children in Victoria. Age-appropriate
Traffic Safety Education programs play a vital role in helping children to develop responsible attitudes to traffic safety
and their road use.
Primary School children are particularly at risk as pedestrians. This is due to their limited physical and perceptual
development. Secondary school children are also at risk – on public transport, as passengers in cars and as they
become more independent travelling alone. Schools can play a key role in ensuring their students are traffic aware and
road safe.
Research shows that Traffic Safety Education in schools can be readily incorporated into existing programs without
creating additional work to be delivered in the curriculum by:
- Drawing on key support community agencies and key essential learning resources
- Supporting key stages of student development which align with key windows of opportunity within schools –
orientation, transition and moving into VCE
9
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- Identifying practical real-life activities to engage students, meet their specific needs and link classroom
activities to everyday experiences
- Involving parents/carers as models of safe behaviour
It is suggested that schools appoint a position as a Traffic Safety Education contact. This position could co-ordinate the
use of resources in the school and community to implement a comprehensive program, within the context of the
Physical, Personal and Social Learning strand.
Children and adolescents use the road and transport system frequently as pedestrians, passengers and cyclists. In the
future most are likely to become drivers and/or motorcyclists. As present and future road users they are at risk of injury or
death as a result of road crashes caused by inappropriate behaviour and irresponsible attitudes. Traffic Safety Education
is concerned with the information, ideas, skills, behaviours, attitudes, values and beliefs related to individuals and
groups using Victoria’s traffic system. The Traffic Safety Education learning and teaching activities and outcomes at
every leve3l are specified in VELS, most often in the Health and Physical Education domain.
Effective Traffic Safety Education programs need to combine the following three elements:
1. the development of behaviours, attitudes and decision-making skills to manage this environment in a
responsible and safe way.
2. knowledge and understanding of the road traffic, transport environment and the law
3. the development of physical skills to manage such an environment safely

SOURCE: ELLIOT, BARRY: STRATEGIC REVIEW OF BEST PRACTICE: KEY ISSUES IN THE
DELIVERY OF TSE IN VICTORIA, AUGUST 2004.

4.6

Naturalistic Driving Assessments of Driver Behavior, Distraction and Fatigue

Australasian College of Road Safety Conference “A Safe System: Making it Happen!”
Melbourne 1-2 September 2011 - Keynote Speaker Abstract. Thomas A. Dingus, Ph.D.,
CHFP Director, Virginia Tech Transportation Institute
Newport news Shipbuilding Professor of Engineering, Virginia Tech
Recent research has shown that over 90% of at-fault, light and heavy vehicle crash and near-crash
events have driver error as a primary causal factor. This driver error can take many forms, such as
maneuver error, driving while tired, driving too aggressively, or driving while distracted. In addition,
recent instrumented vehicle studies have shown that 10% of the drivers in the field are responsible
for 50% of the crash risk.
The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) is arguably the leading transportation research center with respect to
collecting and interpreting driver performance data during natural driving operations. This presentation will describe key
elements of what VTTI has learned about “naturalistic” data collection and interpretation from millions of miles of
research in both commercial trucks and passenger vehicles. The discussion will explore and contrast the relative value
of various measurements and will help shed light on driver behavior as it relates to relative crash risk.
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5 Education Research
5.1

Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants

Marc Prensky 2001
Learning via digital games is one good way to reach Digital Natives in their ‘native language’. It comes from
neurobiology, social psychology and from studies done on children using games for learning.
Based on the latest research in neurobiology, there is no longer any question that stimulation of various kinds actually
changes brain structures and affects the way people think, and that these transformations go on throughout life.
Digital Natives accustomed to the twitch-speed, multitasking, random-access, graphics-first, active, connected, fun,
fantasy, quick-payoff world of their video games, MTV and Internet are bored with most of today’s education, well
meaning as it may be. But worse, the many skills that new technologies have actually enhanced (eg: parallel processing,
graphics awareness and random access) – which have profound implications for their learning – are almost totally
ignored by educators.
The cognitive differences of the Digital Natives cry out for new approaches to education with a better ‘fit’. And,
interestingly enough, it turns out that one of the few structures capable of meeting the Digital Natives’ changing learning
needs and requirements is the very video and computer games they so enjoy. This is why ‘Digital Game-Based Learning’
is beginning to emerge and thrive.
Of course many criticize today’s learning games, and there is much to criticize. But if some of these games don’t
produce learning it is not because they are games, or because the concept of ‘game-based learning’ is faulty. It’s
because those particular games are badly designed. There is a great deal of evidence that children’s learning games
that are well designed do produce, learning, and lots of it – by and while engaging kids.
While some educators refer to games as ‘sugar coating’, giving that a strongly negative connotation- and often a sneer –
it is a big help to the Digital Natives. After all, this is a medium they are very familiar with and really enjoy.
The trick is to make the learning games compelling enough to actually be used in their place. They must be real games,
not just drill with eye-candy, combined relatively with real content.
The numbers back this up. The Lightspan Partnership, which created PlayStation games for curricular reinforcement,
conducted studies in over 400 individual school districts (14580 students) and a ‘metanalysis’ as well. Their finings were
increases in vocabulary 24%, language arts 25%, with the math problem solving and math procedures and algorithms
scores were 51 and 30 % higher.
Scientific Learning’s Fast ForWard game-based program for retraining kids with reading problems conducted National
Field Trials using 60 independent professionals at 35 sites across the US and Canada. Using standardized tests, each
of the 35 sites reported conclusive validation of the program’s effectiveness, with 90% of the children achieving
significant gains in one or more tested areas.
The US Military, which has 250,000 18year olds to educate every year, is a big believer in learning games as a way to
reach their Digital Natives. They know their volunteers expect this: “If we don’t do things that way, they’re not going to
want to be in our environment”. – Michael Parmentier, Director, Office of Readiness and Training, Department of
Defense, The Pentagon. Private Briefing.
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What’s more, they observed it working operationally in the field. “We’ve seen it time and time again in flying airplanes, in
our mission simulators”. Practical-minded Department of Defense trainers are perplexed by educators who say “We don’t
know that educational technology works – we need to do some more studies”. “We KNOW the technology works”, they
retort. “We just want to get on with using it”. – Don Johnson, Office of Readiness and Training, Department of
Defense, The Pentagon. Private Briefing.
Again and again, it’s the same simple story. Practice – time spent on learning – works. Kids don’t like to practice.
Games capture their attention and make it happen. And of course they must be practicing the right things, so design is
important.

5.2

3D Content Can Help Improve Learning

www.Fluency21.com
In one of the first significant studies of the effects of three-dimensional content on K-12 instruction, Colorado’s Boulder
Valley School District (BVSD) found that the use of 3D content helped increase student engagement and led to better
achievement in some cases—with the lowest-performing students seeing the greatest benefits.
Through a pilot project called “BVS3D,” Boulder Valley teachers used stereoscopic 3D content in eight classrooms
within four schools during the 2010-11 school year.
The test sites included fourth-grade science and math classes at Douglass Elementary School, middle school science at
Casey Middle School, high school science (including Advanced Placement Biology) at Monarch High School, and
middle school social studies, math, and science in a special-needs context at Halcyon Middle-High School, a day
treatment and educational facility for students with behavioral problems. Content providers included DesignMate, JTM
Concepts, Cyber Anatomy, and Amazing Interactives.
BVSD partnered with Regis University in Denver to evaluate the results of the pilot project, and a formal report is
expected next month. Len Scrogan, director of instructional technology for the district, shared the district’s early
observations during the InfoComm 2011 conference in Orlando last week.
A few findings stood out across all test sites, Scrogan said:
Higher levels of student engagement. BVSD observed three phenomena that suggested students were more interested
in the content, he said: increased attention to the subject matter (focus), longer sustained focus on difficult materials
(attention span), and better student behavior, as defined by fewer disruptions per lesson (classroom discipline).
Favorable reaction by students. In a survey of high school students involved in the pilot, 76 percent said they preferred
learning in 3D over traditional methods. Elementary, middle school, and special-education feedback was similarly
positive, Scrogan said.
Greater student clarity in understanding abstract concepts. “It provided a better visualization than the textbook,” said
one student, referring to 3D renderings of cellular structures in biology. Another student said, “It was easier for me to
picture it and understand the structure,” while a third said: “These 3D videos do help me learn [the content] easier,
especially because I’m a visual learner. Seeing what is going on is much more helpful than just talking about it. …
Because it’s in 3D, it’s literally in front of you.”
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In terms of student achievement, fourth graders who previously had struggled in math experienced two-and-a-half times
the gains on informal post-test measures than other students, suggesting that 3D lessons might help close persistent
achievement gaps, Scrogan said. And the AP Biology teacher saw an 11-percent achievement bump in the essay portion
of a test on cell parts and active/passive transport, he said—although there was no significant difference in how
students answered multiple-choice questions.
Scrogan believes students who have experienced 3D lessons are retaining the information longer, even after they’ve
taken a test on the subject. Student surveys have revealed a phenomenon that he calls “mental reconstruction,” in
which “kids are rebuilding the learning in their mind,” sometimes weeks after seeing the concepts depicted in three
dimensions.
He also said teachers have reported a high degree of what he calls “learning replay,” in which students are shown a
lesson in 3D, and they ask: “Can we see that again?”
Students want to see another facet of the image that they didn’t catch before, Scrogan explained, adding: “You don’t get
that with other forms of multimedia in schools.”
Perhaps the most encouraging findings occurred at Halcyon Middle-High School, BVSD’s day-treatment facility, where
students often have trouble sitting through a 40-minute class period.

“Our special-education population was able to maintain interest in the content for a full 40 minutes, which is
extremely rare,” Scrogan said. “Forty minutes of uninterrupted science instruction with no behavioral
incidents … is significant. This really pulls kids in and prevents distraction.”

5.3 With Boys and Girls in Mind: Michael Gurian & Kathy Stevens November 2004,
Vol 62
Because boys brains have more cortical areas dedicated to spatial-mechanical functioning, males use on average half the
brain space that females use for verbal-emotive functioning. Their cortial trend toward spatial-mechanical functioning
makes many boys want to move objects through space, like balls, model airplanes or just their arms or legs. Boys not
only have less serotonin than girls, but they also have less oxytocin, the primary human bonding chemical. This makes it
more likely that they will be physically impulsive and less likely that they will neutrally combat their natural impulsiveness
to sit still and emphatically chat with a friend. Boys laterize brain activity. Their brains not only operate with less blood flow
than girls brains, but they are also structured to compartmentalize learning. The male brain is set to renew, recharge
and reorient itseff by entering what neurologist call a rest state. The more words a teacher uses, the more likely
boys are to ‘zone out’ or go inot rest state. The male brain is better suited for symbols, abstractions, diagrams, pictures
and objects moving through space than for the monotony of words.
These typical ‘boy’ qualities in the brain help illustrate why boys generally learn higher math and physics more easily
than most girls do when those subjects are taught abstractly on the chalkboard; why more boys than girls play video
games that involve physical movement and even physical destruction; and why more boys than girls tend to get in
trouble for impulsiveness, shows of boredom, and fidgeting as well as for their generalized inability to listen, fulfill
assignments and learn in the verbal-emotive world of the contemporary classroom.
We have nearly closed the math/science gender gap in education for girls by using more verbal functioning – reading and
written analysis – to teach such spatial-mechanical subjects such as math, science, and computer science. We now
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need a new movement to alter classrooms to better suit boys learning patterns if we are to deal with the gaps in grades,
discipline and reading/writing that threaten to close many boys out of college and out of success in life.
Boys tend to need more physical learning space than girls do. At a table, a boys materials will be less organized and
more widely dispersed. Best practice would suggest having a variety of seating options – some desks, some tables, an
easy chair and a rug area for sitting or lying on the floor. Such a classroom would allow for more movement and noise
than a traditional classroom would. Even small amounts of movement can help some boys stay focused. Because of
greater blood flow in the cerebellum – the ‘doing’ centre of the human brain, boys more easily verbalize what they are
doing than whey they are feeling. Their language will be richer in vocabulary and more expansive when they are
engaged in a task. The male brain is better suited for symbols, abstractions, diagrams, pictures and objects moving
through space than for the monotony of words.
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6 Simulation Research
6.1

A Human Factor-Based Approach for the Effective Use of Driving Simulators
and E-Learning Tools in Driver Training & Education

Jose Mayora (Technical University of Madrid, Spain).
6.1.1

Tools and methodologies for ITS design & drivers awareness.

A common premise is that driver behaviour is organized in 3 hierarchical levels – strategic, tactical and operational. In
the Goals for Driver Education (GDE) framework a fourth level concerning ‘goals for life and skills for living’ was added.
This level is based on the assumption that lifestyle, social background, gender, age, income, etc. have an influence on
attitudes, driving behaviour and accident involvement.
In addition to the four levels of driver behaviour, the GDE-framework operates with another dimension constituted by
three goals for training; knowledge and skill, risk-increasing factors, and skills for self assessment. The knowledge and
skill level refers to the skills a driver needs for driving under different circumstances. Risk increasing factors deal with
aspects of driving or traffic that may increase the risk, such as perception of the traffic situation, speed adjustment, and
risk acceptance. The skills for self-assessment refer to the driver’s capability to assess his performance on the four
behavioural levels. It really points to critical seft-adjustments of everything from skills in vehicle handling to a reflection of
individual risk attitudes.
Ideally, driver training curriculum should cover all the areas of the framework and address the appropriate driving
behaviour associated with them. However, traditional driver training typically only covers the last two levels of behaviour
(vehicle maneuvering and mastery of traffic situations). Similarly, at the goal dimension level only the first level of
knowledge and skills in include and risk increasing factors are covered to a lesser extent in existing training programs.
The third level is rarely encountered during driver training.

6.1.2

(2.1) Novice Drivers

In-depth accident analysis of crashes involving young novice drivers has revealed that it is not so much a lack of basic
driving skills that has caused the accident, but a lack of so-called higher order skills. These skills deal with risk
perception, risk acceptance, self-assessment, the motivation to drive safety, etc. Young drivers tend to misinterpret
traffic situations and show and inefficient visual search. Furthermore, they have difficulties in adapting their speed and
driving distance to the conditions. They also tend to underestimate the risk of a hazard resulting in an accident and
overestimate their ability to deal with hazards.
There are indications that simulator training helps to speed up the learning process, although at present the knowledge
on transfer and retention of the skills acquired during simulator training is insufficient to assess its effects on the
performance of the drivers after the training period.

6.1.3

(2.2) Professional Drivers

At present, several European countries employ truck driving simulators as part of in-service training. The use of
simulation decreased trainee drip-out rates by 35%, decreased student failure rates by 50% and decreased the collision
rate by 10%. In addition the use of simulation reduced training time.
These results suggest that simulators can be effectively used to improve specific driving skills in experienced drivers.
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Driving simulator technology makes it possible to implement driver training applications with a growing level of
complexity and fidelity to real driving conditions. Driving simulators only become an effective tool in drivers’ training if
they are effectively incorporated as an integral part of the training curriculum. Such integration requires a methodical
approach and a detailed analysis of the training curriculum, the learning goals and training needs.
Beginning trainees could be overwhelmed by the complexity of the real system and environment and may, therefore,
sometimes be better served by a simplified, lower fidelity simulation. More experienced trainees, however would learn
more from a high-fidelity simulation.

6.1.4

Basic vehicle handling skills

Simulators can be used for training in the first steps of vehicle handling. The advantages are related to safety – trainees
would be able to learn these skills without endangering themselves or other road users – and to environmental
preservation since the use of simulators instead of practice on a motor vehicle eliminates the pollutant emissions
created by the latter.
Trainees should learn to recognize or experience closely the risk-increasing aspects of the tasks, especially
underestimation of speed. By enabling trainees to evaluate their skills in a realistic way, they will learn to compare their
estimates with the real outcome.

6.1.5

Cognitive aspects and decision process

The main advantages of simulators compared with real driving are that the trainees can experience scenarios which are
too dangerous to create on the road, and they can train cognitive skills without fully automated manoeuvering skills.
In order to increase driving skills without increasing excessively the self-confidence of the trainees, the manoeuvering
component should not be overemphasized. It sis preferable that the training process includes demonstrations and
exercises in which novice drivers may fail in order to develop a realistic self-evaluation of their capabilities.
In a simulator trainees will better experience the harmful influence of factors such as stress and mood on driving
behaviour, and how drivers can cope with these risk-increasing factors.
Training of higher order skills : Simulators make it possible to structure driver training and to introduce mass repetition of
skill drills; Laboratory experiments have shown that mass repetition of partial tasks helps speeding up the learning
process; Existing research provides indications of the potential efficiency of simulators and e-learing with respect to
improving some aspects of driver training.

6.1.6

(4.1) Novice Drivers

Simulator-based training scenarios and instruction program should provide:
- A valid environment for practicing the necessary skills
- Clear goals and contents for training
- Enough feedback to improve behaviour and to learn
- A possibility to gain enough experience
- A learning period long enough to commit the skills and knowledge learned to memory, and a learning
favourable to safety.
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6.2

Simulator Training Improves Driver Efficiency

Transfer from the Simulator to the Real World. David Strayer & Frank Drews, Dept of
Psychology University of Utah USA.
The report outlines the results of a fuel management simulation study to quantify the improvement in the fuel efficiency
for CDL truck drivers. 40 drivers were selected from a local commercial trucking company that maintained precise records
on drivers’ history, fuel efficiency, type of vehicles driven and trucking routes. These drivers participated in a 2 hour
training program that focused on ways to optimize shifting to maximize fuel efficiency (eg: progressive shifting, double
clutching, timing and appropriate gear selection). Transfer fo training was assessed over a 6 month interval using
measures of fuel consumption obtained by drivers in their own vehicles driving their normal route. Training increased
fuel efficiency by an average of 2.8%. Analyses indicated that the benefits of training persisted throughout the posttraining interval. These training benefits were obtained even for the subset of drivers who changed vehicles after training,
indicated that drivers learned a general skill that transferred from one vehicle to another. Additional analyses focused on
which drivers benefitted the most from training. We sorted the drivers into 1 of 4 groups, based on pre- training fuel
efficiency. Our analysis indicated that those drivers with the lowest pre-training fuel efficiency benefitted most from the
training (with over 7% improvement in fuel efficiency), while those with the highest pre-training fuel efficiency did not
benefit significantly from the training. Together our data validated the transfer of simulator training to real-world driving,
as drivers incorporated the methods of optimal shifting into their driving practices. Moreover, the benefits of training
appear to be durable and tend to benefit most those drivers whose performance was initially below the median on fuel
efficiency.

6.3

Improved Realism and Improved Utility of Driving Simulators: Are They
Mutually Exclusive?

Andrew Parkes, Transport Research Laboratory, Wokingham Berkshire UK.
There appear to be four fundamental reasons for relatively slow adoption of simulation as a key component of
professional truck driver training:
1. A lack of documented evidence showing a clear benefit of simulation training over traditional on-road and
test track methods
2. A concern over the economics of providing high technology facilities and the attendant high costs of entry to
the area
3. A concern from the drivers that such training will be in addition to, rather than replace parts of, the current
requirements
4. Some people get ill on simulators
To date there has been a rather hard to identify carrot, and a complete absence of any stick to encourage widespread
development and uptake of synthetic training. The commercial truck secotr is very different to military ground vehicle, or
aviation sectors, where the presence of cost-benefit models, accreditation and certification bodies and agreed curricula
are evident. There has been a general assumption that simulators (or more correctly, synthetic trainers) will probably
eventually become widespread as computer costs come down and power increases, but the freight industry and the
driver training industry is so fragmented in Europe, there is little to encourage early adopters of the technology.
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The picture, in Europe at least, may soon change. The European Commission Directive on Training for Professional
Drivers (EU Commission 2001 and adopted by the European Parliament in April 2003) stipulates that all persons
wishing to drive Large Goods Vehicles (LGVs) in a professional capacity will have to undergo training for, and obtain a
vocational Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC) further to the LGV licence. The directive provides a framework
for licence acquisition, testing and further skills development.
This new Directive is of paramount importance to the training and simulation industries, because for the first time, explicit
reference is made to simulators for both training and testing. This opens the way for simulation to play a part in the
practical element of the driving test. It states that the basic elements of the practical test must have a duration of at least
90 minutes. This practical test may be supplemented by an assessment taking place on special terrain or on a top- ofthe-range simulator.
So, simulation is seen as a viable medium for testing and early skills development for novice drivers.
In addition, there are other areas of direct relevance to possible simulator training. These relate to:
- Road traffic regulations
- Ergonomic principles
- Behaviour in an emergency situation
It shows where simulation, and synthetic training in general, could provide a valuable role, but it does not prescribe
exactly which elements may be suitable, nor proscribe those that are unsuitable. The introduction of basic, and
continuous training, will require a large increase in capacity in the training industry. As the industry expands there is a
general expectation that simulation will become more common, and could eventually be a core component of the
curricula. However, it could be a mistake to assume that simply because simulators are widespread successful and
necessary in aviation or military ground vehicle applications, they will be similarly well accepted and suitable for truck
driver training.
The possible benefits of simulation are clear. There is potential for; control of the training environment, repeatability of
specific combinations of features, objective performance scoring, cost reduction and consistent on-line tutorial delivery.
The training environment can also be more effective that the real work due to the availability to remove unessential
elements from any particular scenario; and safer, due to the lack of physical risk, not matter how catastrophic the
performance failure.
There are three important elements that should drive decisions on simulator provision within the training process:
- The efficiency and acceptability of the learning in the simulator
- The transfer of the learning to the real world
- The retention of skills or knowledge learned
Reports are emerging that point to cost-benefits of simulation training. Welles and Holdsworth (2000) reviewed features
necessary to successful training in a range of commercial simulators and concluded that “ … date to date, although
sketch, anecdotal or very preliminary, provides strong suggestion that driving simulators … can reduce accidents,
improve driver proficiency and safety awareness, and reduce fleet operations and maintenance costs”. They refer to
hazard perception training with a particular police force leading to reductions in intersection accidents of around 74%,
and overall accident reduction of around 24% in a six month period following training.
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6.4

Can Driving Simulation be used to Predict Changes in Real-World Crash Risk?

Monash University Accident Research Centre - Christina M. Rudin-Brown Amy Williamson
Michael G. Lenné .10 December, 2009 ISBN: 0732623693
6.4.1

1. INTRODUCTION

The risk of a driver being involved in a crash depends on many factors. These include, but are not necessarily limited to,
the following: roadway type (e.g., urban vs. rural), environmental features, vehicle characteristics, weather, road
conditions, traffic density and flow, the behaviour of the driver, his or her passenger(s) and other road users, as well as
their respective state and trait (personality) variables, and finally, opportunity. ‘Crash risk’ is the technical expression that
describes the probability of being involved in a collision given one’s interaction with the road transport system. The
crash risk associated with any one of the above elements is usually calculated by statistical analysis of frequencies of
observed road crashes; in particular, through the application of statistical modelling approaches such as factor analysis
and logistical regression to databases of police-reported crash statistics.
While it is not feasible or realistic for road safety authorities to legislate many of the above-listed factors, it is possible to
manipulate those factors that are of a physical, or static, nature. Accordingly, the contribution of physical, environmental
and roadway factors to crash risk is the focus of the broader Baseline project that prompted the development of the
present chapter (Edquist, Rudin-Brown, & Lenné, 2009).
A scan of the relevant literature reveals a wide variety of environmental and roadway factors that have been found to
influence crash risk. A first step in identifying how and to what degree manipulation of these factors could be used to
reduce crash risk in a systematic way by road safety authorities would be to test their effects in a simulated environment.
A summary of the crash analysis data from studies presented in Table 1 (omitted) reveals that the following
factors are reliably associated with increased crash risk on rural roads: number of minor junctions within a given
road segment (Taylor, Baruya, & Kennedy, 2002), narrow road width (Transportation Research Board, 1987;
Milton & Mannering, 1998; Taylor et al., 2002; Gross, Jovanis, & Eccles, 2009), poor quality street lighting (Beyer & Ker,
2009), deteriorated road surfaces (Transportation Research Board, 1987; Baldock, Kloeden, & McLean, 2008), small
curve radii (Transportation Research Board, 1987; Milton & Mannering, 1998; Anderson, Bauer, Harwood, & Fitzpatrick,
1999), and density of sharp bends (Taylor et al., 2002). Similarly, increased crash risk on urban roads is associated
with: number of lanes (Sawalha & Sayed, 2001), number of minor junctions (Taylor, Lynam, & Baruya, 2000; Sawalha
& Sayed, 2001), density of driveways (Sawalha & Sayed, 2001) and density of pedestrian crosswalks (Sawalha &
Sayed, 2001).
The use of simulation to train operators and to conduct research on operator behaviour has been an accepted practice
within the air transport industry since the early days of flight history (Allen & Jex, 1980; Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009).
While the use of simulation to train pilots can be easily justified on the basis of the very high cost of real world flight
operations, it is more difficult to justify the use of simulation for driver training and research based on cost alone.
However, in both cases, the use of simulation offers a number of advantages unrelated to cost, the most salient being
safety.
Driving simulation has been around since at least the 1960s (Allen & Jex, 1980) and, since then, has undergone many
advances in terms of computing, visual display, and vehicle dynamics, capabilities. Today, many (if not all) universities
and organisations involved in road safety research are proud to include a driving simulator amongst their array of
research tools.
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Although driving simulators are popular for a variety of reasons among students and researchers, the validity of using
driving simulation to measure behaviours predictive of actual crash risk is a critical issue that is commonly not
considered (Godley, Triggs, & Fildes, 2002).
What is needed is a thorough review of the relevant issues. In this way, road safety policy makers and administrators
can be confident that the results of research studies using driving simulation are as relevant and applicable to real-world
road safety policy as results that are based on crash statistics and on-road naturalistic driving studies. Any review
would also simultaneously provide road safety administrators with confidence in the ability of driving simulation to
adequately and effectively train new drivers.
The objective of the present review chapter is to determine whether driving simulation can, and should, be used to
reliably predict changes in actual crash risk. An overview of the validity issues pertaining to driving simulators is first
presented, followed by a discussion of the most common reasons for using driving simulation as an alternative to onroad driving in both training, and research, situations. The various dependent measures that are used in simulation
research are introduced and described, as are some of the better-known psychological, or behavioural, concepts that
have been demonstrated to affect both simulated, and actual, driving performance. So-called “surrogate” measures of
actual crash risk are also presented, and a conclusion drawn.

6.4.2

2. SIMULATOR VALIDITY

In essence, the term ‘validity’, when used in the context of behavioural research, refers to how well a study, a procedure,
or a measure does what it is supposed to do (Graziano & Raulin, 1989). The validity of a driving simulator,
when used as a training tool or for research, is obviously of great importance to driver trainers, researchers, and policy
makers alike. Although important, it is possible (and common) for simulation enthusiasts to get caught up at times in the
technical details and similarities between a simulator and how well it represents reality. Experienced researchers and
experts in human behaviour will often remind novices in the field, however, that it is not necessary for all elements of a
driving simulator to be identical to those associated with a real vehicle. Instead, the choice of whether to use a driving
simulator should be based on whether the simulator is sufficiently valid for the specific task or behaviour that is under
investigation. As long as the set of cues that is important to whatever aspect of driving is the subject of investigation or
training is valid, then that simulator may be as valid as a field experiment (Kaptein, Theeuwes, & van der Horst, 1996).
The validity of a driving simulator, in terms of its ability to reliably measure a given aspect of driving performance,
depends on a number of factors. Two types of validity that are often discussed in the simulation literature are physical
validity and behavioural validity. Depending on the underlying purpose(s) for using a simulator in a given situation,
either of these types of validity can be more, or less, relevant.
2.1 Physical validity (fidelity)
Driving simulators come in many shapes and sizes. The physical correspondence of components, layout, and dynamics
with those experienced in a real world setting is often referred to as simulator “fidelity”, or physical validity (Godley et al.,
2002; Liu,
Macchiarella, & Vincenzi, 2009). The level of simulator fidelity that is ultimately selected by a given lab or research
facility is almost always determined by one factor alone: cost (Liu et al., 2009). Low fidelity simulators, which are often
based on personal computers or workstations with add-on steering wheel and pedal components originally designed for
video games, provide no or limited kinaesthetic feedback to the driver (therefore they are known as being “fixed-base”),
have limited visual graphic capabilities, and only rudimentary control of vehicle dynamics. Medium fidelity simulators
typically demonstrate a greater degree of similarity between the simulated driving experience and reality by using more
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sophisticated and comprehensive graphics technology, and by providing dynamic feedback to the driver that is interpreted
as more realistic. Thesesimulators usually involve the added authenticity of participant drivers being seated
within part or all of an actual vehicle cab. High fidelity, or ‘advanced’ simulators, like the one housed at MUARC, offer an
added level of concordance between the simulated stimuli and those which would be experienced on an actual roadway
by employing even more sophisticated graphics packages. These ‘moving-base’ simulators, which always allow
for some amount of physical / kinaesthetic movement correlated with the visual scene, typically provide at least a 180
degree field-of-view, and are commonly experienced by participants as very closely reproducing the experience real
driving.
Finally, ‘very high’ fidelity simulators provide drivers with close to a 360 degree field-of- view involving sophisticated and
realistic visual graphics, and an extensive moving base capable of accurately simulating physical (g) forces equivalent to
moderate levels of acceleration and deceleration. An example of a very high fidelity simulator is the multi- million dollar
National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS) housed at the University of Iowa. The NADS, developed by the
U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) over a 5-year period, consists of a dome that contains a
vehicle cab, which is attached to a motorized turntable allowing it to rotate and simulate a variety of different driving
conditions (see Figure 2). According to its web site, the NADS is currmost advanced ground vehicle simulator in the
world” (NADS, 2009).
2.2 Behavioural / predictive validity
Another type of simulator validity relates to the comparison of operators’ performance in the simulator vs. that which
occurs in the real world. Known as a simulator’s ‘behavioural’ or ‘predictive’ validity, it is often presumed to be closely
correlated with a simulator’s fidelity; however, this is not necessarily the case (Godley et al., 2002). It is possible, for
example, for a high fidelity driving simulator to have the same behavioural validity as a much less expensive one,
allowing the same conclusions to be drawn from research conducted using both models. At the same time, there may
be advantages other than cost that are associated with a lower fidelity model, such as the ease with which it can be
programmed and with which data can be extracted. There may, in fact, be a specific, yet to-be-determined, level of
simulator fidelity required in order to obtain an acceptable level of behavioural validity in terms of most human factors
research.
Unfortunately, it is the physical, and not the behavioural, validity of a simulator that is most often reported. A researcher
or research organisation considering the purchase of a driving simulator must, therefore, be careful to consider trade- offs
that are associated with behavioural vs. physical validity as, oftentimes, too much importance is placed on the latter
(Godley et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2009).
If results from driving simulation research are to be used as the basis for informing real world road safety policy, it is
important that a simulator’s behavioural validity be assessed and demonstrated to lie within an acceptable range. The
most effective way to accomplish this is to compare driving performance in a real vehicle to that observed in a driving
simulator, using tasks that are as similar as possible to one another in both environments (Blaauw, 1982). This
comparison will generate two subsets, or categories, of simulator behavioural validity that are argued to have opposing
levels of importance for effective human factors research (Törnros, 1998). The degree to which a simulator generates
the same numerical values of driving performance that are observed in the real world is called its absolute validity. On
the other hand, the degree to which any changes in those measures of driving performance are in the same direction,
and have a similar magnitude, as those in the real world is known as a simulator’s relative validity. Some researchers
have put forth the notion that it is a simulator’s relative validity that is of greatest import in human factors research, as
research questions in this discipline usually deal with matters relating to the effects of treatment vs. control levels of
independent variable(s), rather than absolute numerical measurements of driving performance.
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It is plausible that, while relative validity may be more important for human factors research, absolute validity is more
important for certain kinds of engineering research (Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009).For example, this would explain why a
simulator study looking at the effects of specific engine component design changes on engine noise level would require
a higher degree of absolute validity than a study examining the effects of road engineering interventions on driver’s
speed maintenance behaviour.

In summary, there are several different types of validity that can be applied to driving simulators. A standard design
approach for many simulator developers and users is to incorporate the highest possible level of fidelity and hope for the
best possible outcome with respect to transfer of training and/or research results to the real world. This approach is the
direct result of the belief that high levels of physical validity, or fidelity, equate to high levels of behavioural validity, despite
the fact that there is evidence that suggests this might not be true (Liu et al., 2009). It is important to focus on the
specific goal of the research or training concerned, and carefully consider the trade-offs between fidelity and cost; it is
quite possible, and even likely, that a lower-fidelity simulator will be entirely adequate for the underlying purpose of a
research or training program. As Liu et al. (2009) point out, the answer to the question of how real does simulation need
to be in order for the trainee to properly execute the skills learned in simulation (or to translate the effects of a road
safety intervention) to the real world, is “it depends” (p.71). Most importantly, it will depend on the underlying purpose for
choosing to use simulation in the first place.

6.4.3

3. WHY USE SIMULATION?

Driving simulation is typically used for either of two purposes: training and research. While there are many reasons that
one might choose to use simulation for either of these objectives, the most salient are efficiency (cost) and safety
(Nilsson, 1993; Kaptein et al.,1996; Godley et al., 2002; Bella, 2008; Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009). When used for
research purposes, simulation offers a cost-effective alternative to real world naturalistic or test-track driving, in that it
saves both time and money while, at the same time, achieving the desired goal(s) in terms of research (Moroney &
Lilienthal, 2009). Independent variables related to engineering, educational and technical interventions can be
systematically manipulated, and driver behaviour measured precisely, in a controlled, safe environment.
Other than cost efficiency and safety, advantages of using simulation to research driver behaviour include: experimental
control (Nilsson, 1993; Kaptein et al., 1996; Godley et al., 2002; Bella, 2008; Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009), ease of data
collection (Nilsson, 1993; Godley et al., 2002; Bella, 2008), availability of the simulator (Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009),
environmental benefits (in terms of lack of fuel consumption and/or damage to roads) (Kaptein et al., 1996; Moroney &
Lilienthal, 2009), the surrogate value of the simulator (e.g., the value of using simulation instead of actual vehicles,
which, in turn, reduces mechanical wear and tear and other maintenance and road infrastructure costs) (Moroney &
Lilienthal, 2009), the ability to investigate the effect of nonexistent road elements (Kaptein et al., 1996), the ability to
repeatedly present events to participants that may occur only rarely in reality (Kaptein et al., 1996), and the collection of
data that is not otherwise available in the real world, such as accurate measurement of a subject vehicle’s proximity to
other vehicles within the road scene (Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009).
Disadvantages of simulation also exist, and depend on the nature and scope of the problem under study. One of the
most common disadvantages to using simulation, especially in research involving older or medically impaired
participants, is simulator sickness (Godley et al., 2002; Stanney & Kennedy, 2009), whereby an operator experiences
symptoms of motion sickness even after only a brief exposure to the driving simulator. Although the exact causes of
simulator sickness are not well established, they are believed to result from a combination of system design,
technological deficiencies of the simulation (e.g., distortions, limited sensorial cues) and an individual’s susceptibility to
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motion sickness (Stanney & Kennedy, 2009). Other disadvantages of driving simulation include the lack, or incomplete
replication, of physical sensations (Godley et al., 2002), costs related to purchasing the equipment and maintaining the
facility (Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009), user acceptance (Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009) and validity (Godley et al., 2002;
Moroney & Lilienthal, 2009).

There are typically a large number of contributory factors that are at play in the lead-up to a crash. Very often, it is road
users’ behaviour that plays a central role in crash causation (Shinar, 2007). Because, technically, it is not currently
possible to have multiple, independent drivers interact in a common driving simulation platform in a way that is similar to
that experienced in real traffic situations, it is therefore also not possible to measure simulated crash risk directly.
Researchers can measure how often a subject vehicle ‘crashes’ with other simulated vehicles in the simulator; however,
these vehicles, which are part of the simulated ambient traffic, are usually programmed to behave in a random or semirandom manner, and are not able (in most cases) to interact ‘intelligently’ with a subject vehicle. Instead, it is common
and accepted practice amongst road safety researchers to measure changes in so-called “surrogate” measures of crash
risk (Yan, Abdel-Aty, Radwan, Wang, & Chilakapati, 2008). Because there is an assumption that any behavioural
changes seen in the simulator would translate in a similar way to the real world, they are also assumed to be
representative of an analogous change in actual or real world crash risk.

6.4.4

5. PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPTS RELATED TO DRIVING PERFORMANCE

The preceding dependent measures that are commonly used in simulation studies are often employed in the
investigation of broader psychological, or behavioural, concepts related to driving behaviour. In fact, many such
psychological constructs have been put forward to better understand driver behaviour and its consequential effects on
crash risk. Basically, the widespread belief exists that any factor affecting simulated driver behaviour or performance in
a detrimental way will, in a similar way, have an exacerbating effect on crash risk in the real world, and both
consequences can be explained in terms of the factor’s effect(s) on an underlying concept. The following are some of
the more commonly used, and better known, psychological constructs that are investigated in research on driver
behaviour. Reference is made to the dependent measures (from Section 4, above) that are typically used to indirectly
measure these larger concepts.
5.1 Driver workload
Driver workload refers to the amount of effort a driver devotes to the driving task. Others have defined workload in
general as a set of task demands, as effort, and as activity or accomplishment (Gartner & Murphy, 1979), where the
task demands are the goal to be achieved, including the time allowed to perform the task, and the performance level to
which the task is to be completed (Gawron, 2008).
There are four methods that can be used to measure driver workload: stand-alone performance measures, secondary
task performance, subjective estimates of workload, and physiological measures. An example of a stand-alone
performance measure of the visual component of driver workload is driver eye glance behaviour (see Section 4.11). In
particular, increased glance duration and greater frequency of glances to a particular area in a driver’s visual field are
generally accepted as measures of increased visual workload (Gawron, 2008).
Secondary task performance is one of the most commonly used measures of workload in driving research. This
technique requires the driver to perform the primary task of driving while, at the same time, use any spare attention or
capacity to perform the secondary task. The decrease in performance in the secondary task between different driving
conditions is considered to indicate the amount of workload generated by each (Gawron, 2008).
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One commonly used secondary task is the peripheral detection task, or PDT, wherein a participant driver must press a
button, for example, every time a light or other stimulus is presented in the driver’s peripheral field of vision. Driver
performance on the PDT has been found to deteriorate when drivers are engaged in mobile phone use both in
simulated (Nilsson, Tornros, & Ceci, 2005) and on-road field studies (Patten et al., 2004). Subjective estimates of driver
workload are usually comprised of one or more questions presented in a questionnaire format that are designed to probe
a driver’s experience of workload. One of the most commonly used subjective workload questionnaire used in driving
research is the NASA task load index, or TLX (Hart & Staveland, 1987) (see also Section 4.9).
The NASA TLX is a multidimensional rating instrument that assesses six dimensions of subjective workload: mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration level. Participants are required to
indicate their subjective experience of workload in each of these six categories by indicating a point on a graded scale.
There are also subjective workload measurement scales that have been specifically designed to assess driver workload.
For example, the Driving Activity Load Index (DALI) is a modified version of the NASA TLX that has been specifically
tailored to the assessment of in-vehicle systems and tasks in the automotive environment (Pauzié, Manzan, & Dapzol,
2007).
5.2 Risk perception
Because there is no human action with total certainty in terms of its outcome, all behaviour can, in some way, be viewed
as risk-taking behaviour. It is therefore of interest to identify the factors and mechanisms that determine people’s
perception of risk, their acceptance of it, and the actions they take to minimise it (Wilde, Hennessy, & Wiesenthal, 2005).
Accident countermeasures and road safety strategies are often discussed in terms of theories of how people behave in
the face of danger. For example, risk homeostasis theory, or RHT, predicts that, as safety features are added to
vehicles and roads, drivers will tend to increase their exposure to collision risk because they feel better protected (Wilde,
Robertson, & Pless, 2002). The nature of these perceptions of safety clearly holds importance in terms of the
implementation of initiatives, technologies, training and design features.
Risk perception is often discussed in the young driver literature as being a higher-order perceptual skill that takes much
longer to develop than the motor skills of controlling a vehicle (Deery, 1999). Research indicates that young drivers
underestimate the crash risk of a variety of hazardous situations, while at the same time overestimating their own driving
skill (Deery, 1999). It is also argued that young drivers are more willing to accept risk while driving than experienced
drivers.
Typically measured via the use of surveys and questionnaires, the risk perception associated with various driving
activities has been investigated in several studies. For example, the frequency of night time driving has been correlated
with the risk perception of driving at night. One study revealed that the perceived likelihood of having a sleep- related
car crash and the worries related to it are lower for those who report driving at night more frequently (Lucidi, Russo,
Mallia, Devoto, Lauriola, & Violani, 2006). The relationship between genre of television viewing (action movies, news and
music videos) and adolescents’ intentions to take risks in traffic has also been investigated. Interestingly, high levels of
news viewing was associated with a higher perceived risk of drunk driving and speeding (compared to those who
watched less news), while music video viewing was negatively associated with the assessment of the dangers of
speeding and driving under the influence of alcohol (Beullens & Van den Bulck, 2008). Personality characteristics have
also been linked to risk perceptions and driving behaviour. One study, for example, showed that 39% of the variance in
young drivers’ speeding behaviour was accounted for by excitement-seeking, altruism and their aversion to risk taking
(Machin & Sankey, 2008). Others studies have investigated the risk perception associated with a number of driving
related activities.
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Results of a study designed to assess the risk perception of cell phone use while driving suggest that, even though
people believe that talking on a cell phone is dangerous, they will initiate a cell phone conversation if they believe that
the phone call is important enough (Nelson, Atchley, & Little, 2009). Another study investigated the perceptions of level
of intoxication and risk related to drinking and driving. Individuals in this study were found to be more likely to drink and
drive, felt an intervention effort by another would be less likely, and would be less receptive to an intervention effort,
when asked to assume they had a short distance to travel versus a long distance (Gustin & Simons, 2008).
Simulation is an appropriate data collection method for the assessment of risk perception in drivers, in terms of linking
driving performance and risk taking behaviours with measures of drivers’ perceived risk. For example, a simulator study
that used an eye-tracking device to measure visual scanning behaviour found significant age-related differences in driver
scanning patterns, consistent with the hypothesis that novice drivers’ narrower scanning patterns reflect their failure
to acquire information about potential risk. These results were discussed in relation to an already developed PC- based
risk awareness training program. Results from an evaluation of this program showed that those trained were almost
twice as likely to recognise a risk as an untrained control group (Pradhan, Hammel, DeRamus, Pollatsek, Noyce,
& Fisher, 2005). Driver training programs may increase the inclusion of a risk perception/awareness training component.
5.3 Behavioural adaptation
The expression “behavioural adaptation”, when used in the context of transportation psychology, describes the changes
in behaviour(s) that occur following a change to the road traffic system (OECD, 1990). Typically, researchers are most
interested in those adaptations that negatively impact aggregate road safety. Despite a poor understanding of the
mechanisms underlying it, BA is often cited as an explanation for the observed discrepancies between engineering
estimates of the safety benefits of collision countermeasures and actual experience.
Driving smulators have been used to assess whether drivers demonstrate behavioural adaptation to in-vehicle advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS), such as those that provide lane departure warnings (Rudin-Brown & Noy, 2002).
Drivers were exposed to one of two different lane departure warning systems. One was programmed to produce
very reliable warnings, each and every time the simulated vehicle crossed the simulated lane boundaries, while the other
was programmed to give accurate warnings, plus a false positive every four warnings, on average, plus one false
negative every four warnings, on average. Compared to baseline driving (without any warnings), accurate lane departure
warnings were found to result in an improvement in participants’ lane-keeping performance, as measured by a
decrease in lane departures, and smaller lane position variability. The inaccurately programmed lane departure
warning system also resulted in improved lane-keeping performance; however, not to the same extent as the accurate
system. Although the system was inaccurate, and the participants could tell it was inaccurate, as measured by less
overall rated trust in the device, only the drivers who reported trusting the inaccurate device made complete (i.e., both
front wheels exceeded the lane boundary) lane departures. It is interesting to note that these simulated results were
replicated in an actual on-road test track study that used the same study design (Rudin, Brown & Noy, 2002), a fact
which allowed the researchers to confirm the relative validity of the driving simulator used.
Another in-vehicle technology that has been shown, in simulator studies, to induce behavioural adaptation in drivers is
adaptive cruise control (ACC). An enhanced version of conventional cruise control, ACC allows a vehicle to follow
another at an appropriate speed and distance by controlling the engine and/or brake. A vehicle equipped with ACC will
thus reduce speed automatically, within limits, to match the speed of a slower vehicle that it is following. By deliberately
limiting braking capacity so that it is sufficient to maintain headway distance under most driving conditions but not
sufficient to bring the vehicle to a complete stop without driver intervention, manufacturers have marketed ACC as a
driver convenience, rather than a safety system.
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ACC automates two components of the driving task: operational control of headway and speed. When used correctly, it
is predicted that ACC use may reduce tailgating and, as a consequence, reduce the number and severity of rear-end
accidents; however, this has not yet been demonstrated empirically.
Despite the potential benefits of ACC, negative BA does occur with its use. Drivers rate simulated driving with ACC as
less effortful than driving without ACC (Hoedemaker & Brookhuis, 1998). When using ACC, drivers are more likely to
perform in-vehicle tasks that they would not normally do (Rudin-Brown & Parker, 2004), and their performance on a
secondary task improves (Stanton, Young, & McCaulder, 1997).
The visual demand of driving decreases when drivers use ACC, allowing them to monitor the road ahead less
(Hoedemaker & Kopf, 2001). Finally, driving performance can deteriorate when using ACC; lane position variability has
been shown to increase (Ward, Fairclough, & Humphreys, 1995; Hoedemaker & Brookhuis, 1998), and drivers tend to
brake harder (Hoedemaker & Kopf, 2001) than necessary.

5.5 Task-sharing (task difficulty)
The level of difficulty of the driving task is assumed, by some theories of driving behaviour, to be the central determinant
of the way in which an individual drives. Risk Allostasis Theory or Task Difficulty Theory (Fuller, 2005), for example,
posits that driving is basically an interaction between the demands of the environment in which the behaviour is being
produced and the capability of the individual producing the behaviour. This interaction produces the difficulty of the task
being performed, which is then perceived by drivers. If the task difficulty becomes too great, then loss of control occurs.
Sharing, or partitioning, between the primary task of driving and engagement in a secondary task is often used in
simulator studies as a measure of a driver’s available mental resources. If the resources are scarce, either because the
majority of resources is being used to control the vehicle, or because the secondary task, in and of itself, is excessively
demanding, then performance on that secondary task will be impaired. For example, in a simulator study that assessed
the elements that affect whether a visual in- vehicle secondary task can be successfully partitioned while driving,
Tsimhoni and Green (2003) found that total task time on an in-vehicle navigation system increased in a dose- dependent
manner from 11 s while parked, to 15.5 s on a straight road, to 16.5 and 19.3 s on a moderate and sharp
curve, respectively. Thus, road curvature was revealed to add a significant amount of difficulty to the secondary task of
interacting with the navigation display, which ultimately led to an increase in total task time. At the same time, single
glance duration decreased with decreasing (more severe) road curvature, suggesting that participants changed their
time-sharing strategies, namely by making shorter glances when driving was more demanding, and making longer
glances when the cost of looking away from the task was higher.
In-vehicle eye movements have been used as an indicator of in-vehicle task difficulty, both in on-road instrumented
vehicle studies, and in different fixed-base simulators (Victor et al., 2005). Both auditory and visual in-vehicle tasks of
increasing difficulty were related to changes in gaze concentration as measured using a head-mounted eye-tracking
system, in both simulated, and on-road, environments. The auditory task caused drivers to shift the focus of their gaze
towards the centre of the roadway, while increasingly difficult visual tasks presented on an in-vehicle display caused
drivers to look less at the road ahead and more often, for longer periods, and for more varied duration, at the in-vehicle
display.
Similar results in secondary task effects on driving performance have been found in driving simulators and in the field
(Santos, Merat, Mouta, Brookhuis, & Waard, 2005). In both research settings, clear differences were found between
baseline and secondary task conditions in terms of adoption of lower speed, smaller distance to the road shoulder, and
a longer time margin (or headway) to the vehicle in front, when interacting with a secondary in-vehicle task.
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5.6 Situation awareness
Situation awareness can be defined as awareness of what is happening around you, and understanding what that
information means to you now and in the future (Endsley, Bolté, & Jones, 2003). In terms of driving behaviour, situation
awareness refers to how attuned a driver is to his or her current roadway surroundings, and how well he or she
understands what is about to happen on-road in the near, and less near, future. Situation awareness in a driving context
involves spatial, temporal, goal, and system awareness (Matthews, Bryant, Webb, & Harbluk, 2001).
The term ‘situation awareness’ (SA) is usually applied to operational situations where an operator must have a good
understanding of what is happening in order to carry out a specific task or role. The formal definition of SA is “the
perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning,
and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1988).
The relationship between SA and crash risk is such that, as a driver’s level of SA decreases, his or her risk of being
involved in a collision increases. If a driver’s attention is not focused on the driving task at hand, she or he may still be
able to adequately control the vehicle under normal driving conditions; however, it is when unexpected events occur that
the likelihood of collision increases. One of the most common ways for drivers’ SA to decrease is to become distracted.
In fact, the cognitive load involved with talking on a mobile phone while driving, whether it be in hand held or hands free
mode, has been demonstrated to decrease drivers’ SA when driving (Stanley, Kelly, & Lassacher, 2005; Kass, Cole, &
Stanny, 2007). Authors have concluded that mobile phone conversations compete for limited mental resources of drivers,
which leads to less attention to, and inaccurate knowledge of, the driving situation (Kass et al., 2007).
Interestingly, the same increased risk of collision as driving while using a mobile phone was found in a simulator study
when drivers engaged in conversation with an ‘inconsiderate’ passenger (i.e. one that did not pause during the
occurrence of unexpected events in the driving scene) (Merat & Jamson, 2005).
One concept that is significant in terms of its relevance to driving-related SA is automaticity. Automaticity occurs when a
person’s behaviour and reactions become somewhat automatic, through experience with a routine task. It can have a
positive effect on SA; for example, when it frees up mental effort for more demanding tasks, such as when experienced
drivers are not aware of where their feet are positioned, and can instead concentrate on where they are steering.
However, it can also have negative consequences on SA, as when information outside the scope of the ‘routinised’
sequence might not be attended to; for example, when a new stop sign is erected on a well-travelled route home and
many drivers drive right past it, not even noticing this new and significant piece of information. In other, similar, domains
to driving such as aviation, the shortcomings associated with processes like automaticity are safeguarded against by the
use of checklists; however, this is not the case for road transport.
The construct of SA has often been investigated through the use of driving simulators. Using a query method in which
experimenters stopped the simulator at given time points and asked participants relevant questions about the current
driving scene and a direction- following task, Kass et al. (2007) found that engagement in mobile phone conversations
while driving decreased participants’ scores on both SA measures. The authors concluded that, when participants talked
on the mobile phone, they were unable to maintain the same level of SA as other drivers. These effects were observed
in both novice and experienced drivers, although novice drivers demonstrated lower levels of SA than experienced
drivers when not engaging in mobile phone use. Interestingly, in the simulated drive, novices using mobile phones
were involved in more simulated collisions, drove through more stop signs, and crossed the centreline more often
than more experienced drivers using mobile phones, a finding that mirrors on-road crash statistics (TAC, 2009).
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Models of SA have been developed in the context of driving and, in particular, to the potential effects of new generations
of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) on driver performance (Matthews et al., 2001). SA has been evaluated more
systematically in driving tasks involving the use of as adaptive cruise control (ACC) and mobile phones (Ma & Kaber,
2005). Using a simulation ‘freeze’ technique and SA queries regarding the present driving situation, mobile phone
engagement was found to cause deleterious effects on driving SA and increased driver mental workload.
Driver SA has also been found to suffer as a result of interaction with mobile phone- enabled travel information systems
(Stanley et al., 2005). Drivers using mobile phones to access the U.S. 511 travel information system in a simulated
driving environment were found to have a larger number of collisions and lower levels of SA (as measured by a SA
questionnaire in which they were asked a series of questions regarding objects they remembered seeing while driving)
than drivers who did not use mobile phones.
Finally, the use of driving simulators with older adult drivers has been found to result in an improvement in SA with
subsequent one-on-one advisement (Romoser, Fisher, Mourant, Wachtel, & Sizov, 2005), demonstrating that postsimulation drive feedback can be used as an effective means of increasing older drivers’ overall SA. The authors note
that most of the feedback provided involved taking more primary and secondary looks toward oncoming traffic when in
an intersection, which subsequently can allow the older driver to collect more information about their environment, and
make it more likely that they will achieve accurate level 3A (projection) SA.
Because of the ease with which a simulated driving scenario can be stopped, or ‘frozen’, at any time point within a test
drive, simulation is an apt platform through which to study SA. Although it can also be studied in on-road or test track
studies by using retrospective recollection techniques or by an accompanying experimenter asking the driver probe
questions while driving, the precise control over conditions and subjects makes driving simulation the ideal methodology
for SA.
5.7 Attention
Broadly speaking, attention is used to describe that which directs our receptors to certain stimuli in the environment.
Attention can enhance perception of the stimuli to which we are attending, and decrease our awareness of stimuli we are
ignoring (Goldstein, 2002).Clearly, the role of attention is of great significance in driving and has been the subject of
extensive research, both on-road and in the simulator. The research to-date establishes that eye movement data reflect
moment-to-moment cognitive processes and that eye movements are closely linked to attention (Shinar, 2008).
Attention is described as being made up of four stages. Firstly, the process of selective attention determines to what we
attend and what we ignore. This decision is governed by a combination of external cues as well as by our expectations. It
is then thought that we make some decisions as to the meaning of the stimuli to which we attend; in other words, how
valuable we consider the information. How to react to the information follows these decisions. The final stage of the
process is the performance of an overt action: once we act the situation changes and the process starts over (Shinar,
2007).
Driver attention and inattention are intertwined with the related concepts of distraction, cognitive and visual workload and
driver state (i.e. fatigue), and have therefore been the subject of much investigation. Several simulator studies have been
conducted to evaluate the effects of attention in a safe and controlled environment. For example, the implications of
roadside advertising for driver attention were investigated in a simulator study that tested the effects of billboards on driver
attention, mental workload and driver performance.
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Results showed that roadside advertising has clear adverse effects on lateral vehicle control and driver attention,
emphasising the need to carefully consider the authorisation and placement of billboards (Young, Mahfoud, Stanton,
Salmon, Jenkins, & Walker, 2009). The effect of mobile phone use on driver attention has also received a lot of
attention.
In one simulator study, the deleterious effects of driving while using a mobile phone were viewed in terms of the
proportion of situations to which subjects failed to respond (i.e. a pedestrian walking out onto the street) (McKnight &
McKnight, 1993).
The advancement of in-vehicle technologies has also warranted a substantial amount of research into their effects on
driver attention and inattention. For example, the effect of speech-based e-mail on drivers’ attention to the road way
was investigated in a simulator study. Results showed a 30% increase in reaction time to objects in the driving scenario
when the speech-based system was used compared to a baseline condition (Lee, Caven, Haake, & Brown, 2001).
Cognitive distraction, in terms of the impact on drivers’ visual behaviour and braking performance, has been assessed in
on-road studies. Compared to when not conducting an additional task, performing a cognitive task had negative impacts
on driving behaviour in terms of where the driver looked outside the vehicle and visual monitoring of mirrors and other
instruments. Results highlight the distraction effects of the hands-free mode for telematics devices (Harbluk et al., 2007).
Similarly, an on-road motorway driving study showed that when conversing on a mobile phone (both hands-free and
hands-held), reaction times increased significantly. Furthermore, the greater the difficulty or complexity of the
conversation, the greater the possible negative effect on driver distraction (Patten et al., 2004).
In-car warning signals for collision avoidance have also been the subject of research, in terms of how effectively they
capture driver attention in demanding situations. For example, one on-road study showed that participants initiated their
braking responses significantly more rapidly following presentation of audio-tactile warning signals than following the
presentation of either uni-modal auditory or uni-modal vibro-tactile warning signals, suggesting that multi-sensory
signals offer the most effective option (Ho, Reed, & Spence, 2007).
5.8 Decision-making
Driving is a dynamic process in which the driver must make both absolute and relative estimates and estimations
(Morgan & Hancock, 2009). These estimations can include those that are based primarily on a single element or
property of the driving scene, as well as those that are based on the comparative evaluation of multiple stimuli.
Several examples of driver decision-making behaviour have been evaluated using driving simulators. One study
compared drivers’ ‘stop/go’ decisions at a simulated signalised intersection with crash risk at the real intersection on
which the simulated version was based (Abdel-Aty, Yan, Radwan, & Wang, 2009). Results showed that variability in
drivers’ stop/go decisions at the simulated higher crash risk location was greater than that at a lower simulated crash
risk location. Further, it was found that the rear-end crash tendency at both locations as evidenced by drivers’ stop/go
behaviour in the driving simulator was consistent with findings from the real intersection’s crash history. The authors
conclude that simulators can be used to assess rear-end crash risk at signalised intersections in order to find effective
engineering countermeasures for real-world high- risk locations.
Another form of decision-making performed by drivers is route choice. Route choice is often made according to
personal driver preferences, as well as knowledge of the road transport system, including distance to destination, road
conditions, and expected travel times. A simulator study assessing drivers’ use of in-vehicle advanced traveller
information systems (ATIS) found that drivers do not require perfect data in order to make decisions based on ATISprovided information; however, there is an accuracy ‘threshold’ that exists, wherein drivers will not use a system if it
does not provide a certain level of accuracy (Chang, 2009).
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Gap acceptance is another type of decision made by drivers that is often studied in driving behaviour research. The
probability that a driver will experience a crash with another vehicle or a near-miss when turning right (in Australia) across
a stream of traffic at an unsignalised intersection depends on both the size of the gap that a driver will accept in an
oncoming stream of traffic, and the time taken to cross the intersection once the gap has been accepted (Alexander,
Barham, & Black, 2002).Gap acceptance timings observed in driving simulators have been found to closely approximate
those typically observed at real intersections with similar characteristics (Alexander et al., 2002). As with other
constructs discussed, driving simulators offer an ideal environment in which to evaluate drivers’ gap acceptance, as they
allow for the tight control of experimental manipulations and behaviour of oncoming and ambient traffic.
5.9 Hazard perception
A driver skill that has been found to reliably correlate with crash risk is hazard perception ability (Smith, Horswill,
Chambers, & Wetton, 2009). In fact, the relation is so well established that many driver licensing systems, including that
in Victoria, require license applicants to successfully complete a hazard perception test, or HPT, before they can be
awarded licensure (VicRoads, 2009).
Hazard perception ability can be successfully evaluated using driving simulation. For example, driver conditions that have
been found to affect hazard perception ability in driving simulation studies include sleepiness or drowsiness (Rogé,
Pébayle, Kiehn, & Muzet, 2002; Smith et al., 2009), driver experience (Leung & Starmer, 2005; Lee, Klauer, Olsen,
Simons-Morton, Dingus, Ramsey, & Ouimet, 2008; Liu, Hosking, & Lenné, 2009), and interaction with in-vehicle
entertainment systems (Chisholm et al., 2008).
Other than benefits in terms of safety, simulation offers advantages over on-road methods in evaluating hazard
perception. For example, the level of control over critical event presentation available to the experimenter is much
greater in simulator studies than on- road, and it also allows for greater control over data collection. Further, precise
hazard perception measurements such as drivers’ ‘useful field of view’ can be measured more easily in driving
simulators than in actual vehicles (Rogé et al., 2002). Previously validated hazard perception tasks, such as the brake
light detection task, can be easily implemented in the driving simulator to test the effects of variand infrastructure-based
interventions on road safety.

6.4.5

6. CONCLUSIONS

The question of whether results from driving simulator studies can and should be extended to allow for predictions
regarding real world on-road crash risk was considered. Issues surrounding simulator validity, or fidelity, and the
appropriateness of using simulator results to make predictions regarding real world collision risk were presented and
discussed.
Although a simulator’s physical validity, or fidelity, is important insofar as ensuring that the simulator provides a driving
environment that is reasonably representative of the real demands of driving, results from behavioural and other
research that has considered the validity issues of simulators have concluded that it is a simulator’s relative, or
behavioural, validity that is most important with respect to the validity of results and their application to the real world.
Simulation offers a safe, cost-effective, efficient, and systematic method of systematically evaluating the effects of road
design, engineering and infrastructure-based changes to the road environment on driving performance. In particular, it
represents an important, and essential, first step in evaluating interventions that are previously untested.
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6.5

Young novice drivers, driver education and training.

Literature Review July 2008. By Reima Lehtimaki, Soila Juden-Tupakka
The most striking conculstion is that young drivers are involved in accidents partly because of lack of knowledge,
insight, risk awareness, and experience, and partly because of age-related factors such as lifestyle, peer groups, the
socialization process and maturity.
Home training – The trend has been that previous research findings have been tailored to support the argument
forbidding any lay training. Although no difference between driving school and lay training on the accident criterion was
found in the research supporting the previous policy, lay training is nevertheless forbidden in several countries. (egf:
Lauer 1960, Hatakka et al 1996)
Various peoples have adopted car driving so that is understood as a civil right which should be rapidly obtained. Car
driving is not a civil right – any more that driving a locomotive – but the conceptions and tradition have made it
impossible for politicians and officials to demain conditions under which driving a quickly-moving machine weighing at
least half a ton should be managed. The state can guarantee freedom of movement in other ways other than lowering
the requirements of car licensing. The literature review informs us that the researchers of various countries have
originated with a ‘civil right’. This has not been what the car itself requires, and car driving has not been compared with
using other kinds of machines.

6.6

Driving Simulator Fidelity and Training Effectiveness

JCF de Winder, P A Wieringa, J Dankelman, M Mulder, M M van Paasen, S de Groot. 1.
BioMechanical Engineering Dept, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands; 2.
Control and Simulatoin Division Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, University of
Technology, The Netherlands.
Simulators are recognized as effective tools for driver training. Per definition, a (driving) simulator offers merely a
representation of reality. That is, a (driving) simulator reproduces the states, behaviours and perceptions of the real
world to a limited degree.
A European Commission report elaborated on driver training and simulation and stated: ‘In accordance with more
modern thinking on the use of simulators for driver instruction, the driving simulated is regarded as a tool for promoting
risk awareness as a way of allowing the student to try out various driving situations which cannot be planned in regular
traffic or which would by nature involve excessive danger on the road” (Hoeschen et al 2001). Wells and Holdsworth
(2001 provide statistical and anecdotic support that low –cost simulators reduce accidents and improve safety
awareness of police officers. Flipo (2000) elaborated on the training manoeuvres, suggests that it can be used for more
than two thirds of the training and that it is twice as time efficient as real vehicle.
This research is supported by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs.
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6.7

Virtual Reality Simulation: Integrating Drivers and Environments.

Thea Lorentzen, Anita Byrnes, Yuji Ito.
Abstract: This paper presents recent developments and applications of a virtual reality (VR) simulation system that has
been used to assess driving behaviour. The system integrates 3D real-time visualization software with drive simulator
hardware and allows users to interact with a virtual environment.
Conclusion: Virtual reality provides an editable platform for testing out of the way drivers and the built environments
interact. Information gained from VR driving trials can be utilized not only for improving driver training, but also for
infrastructure design. In cases where driving safely or complicated transportation networks are being considered, realtime immersion can provide a perspective that is often overlooked in common planning methods.

6.8

K-State Professor Researching Whether Simulators Help Young Teenagers
Become Better Drivers

ScienceDaily (June 7, 2005) — MANHATTAN, KAN.
Researchers at Kansas State University are studying whether using driving simulators helps make young
teenagers safer when they take to the road. The STAR, or Simulation, Training and Assessment Research,
Lab at K-State is part of an initiative by Drive Safety, an organization that creates driving simulators and
researches their effectiveness in industry and academic settings. Drive Safety sponsors the lab, which is
directed by Renee Slick, assistant professor of psychology at K-State.
At the American Psychological Society meeting May 26-29, Slick and students will give two presentations on
the STAR Lab's research: "Psychophysiological measures as a proxy for psychological fidelity: A pilot study
of college drivers," and "Workload and perceived distraction from secondary tasks in teen drivers."
Slick said the two main purposes of the lab are to work with teen drivers to assess the training effectiveness
of simulators and to study whether such training transfers to real-life driving situations. "Teen driver safety is
a critical issue because automobile crashes are the leading case of death for our nation's youth," she said.
"We are focused on assessing psychological fidelity and development of training focused on curbing high
risk behaviors."
Training teenagers to avoid dangerous driving situations is important, but it is not practical to put them into
dangerous situations on the road and try to teach them how to react, Slick said. "The major advantage of
simulation is that it gives teen drivers a chance to practice and build experience without placing them in
danger," she said.
STAR Lab is working with schools in Utah and Kansas to study the effect of combining traditional driver's
education with modern curriculum and technology. The next phase of the research will look at
understanding the difference between real-world and simulator driving, Slick said. For this study,
researchers will hook the student drivers up to monitors while using the simulators and while driving in "real
life."
The STAR Lab simulator is actually the front half of a real car and focuses on the physical fidelity of what's
its like to be in a vehicle -- the CD player and the shifter all work, for example. Screens surround the car,
and onto them are projected virtual worlds with images of roads, buildings, pedestrians and other cars. The
simulator can switch from daytime to nighttime and from sunny to snowy conditions, for example. Although
the researchers control the environment, the student driver controls every move of the car.
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6.9

Report on the Effectiveness of Simulators as Educational Tools

Use of ITS to train and to educate drivers. Ref: GUPM-071015T1-DA2 University of Madrid
2007
The use of driving simulators in driver education and training is increasing in both in Europe and worldwide. The
advantages of using simulators are numerous. They offer the possibility to control and standardize training environment
and conditions, to practice in abnormal and hazardous conditions and to deliver objective on-line performance feedback.
There advantages can make simulators more effective training media than the operational systems. Additionally, training
in simulators can reduce training costs.
Driving simulation can be considered as a form of Scenario Based Training (BT). An SBT is focused on controlled and
systematically constructed scenarios that have been specifically created for training a certain task. For each scenario
(and the underlying training activities and learning goals) performance measures are defined. After completion of the
scenario, the performance of the student is graded relative to a set of standards. Based on task analysis, learning goals
are derived. Form these learning goals, training activities are derived that are modeled in scenarios. These scenarios are
presented to the student in the simulator.
Automatic Traffic Generation and Autonomous Driver models reproduce the circumstances in real traffic in driving
simulation, and enable the users to repeat and therefore train certain tasks in changing environments, with varying risk,
and different road users, with variable behaviour. With these devices it is possible to train anticipatory skills, like risk or
hazard perception, which are highlighted by recent research as very important for safe Driving.
Through the combination of opportunity to practice and obtaining feedback on those skills trainees can come to their
own understandings of how cues in traffic and a possible outcome are related. Moreover, trainees can experience the
results of their own risky choices. However, risky driving behaviour results not only from poor perception, but also from
overestimation of own skills.
A problem that in some instances has created problems in simulator based training is the appearance of simulator
induced sickness, which can affect users of all ages, but to a larger extent to older persons.
Novice Drivers
In many European countries, driving simulators are being used for initial driver training. Novice drivers need to learn
basic skills, like vehicle operation, steering, maneuvering and interaction with other traffic. These sills may be learnt in a
virtual environment in which the complexity of real driving environment can be simplified. Low-cost driving simulators
can offer such and environment, with traffic in a detailed road environment, providing virtual instruction and feedback on
errors. These simulators focus on the didactical aspects, and are integrated with normal driver training. They can be used
for training the first steps of vehicle handling.
Research indicates that drivers who have their learner’s permit or are just newly licensed have particular difficulties
identifying areas of a scenario from which hidden risks could emerge. Standard driver education programs do not appear
to address these difficulties adequately. This suggests that some alternative form of driver training could reduce the
crashes, either in the classroom or on the road. Driving simulators an provide novice teens with experimental learning
in situations that typify teen crash involvement which would be difficult, if not impossible, to rehearse in the real
world precisely because of their inherent danger.
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Brock et. All (2007) synthesized US experiences of those training programs that re using some combination of
simulators and computer-based instruction (CBI). In those cases where advanced technologies are being applied, early
data indicate that well designed CBI, including simulation, can improve student performance and also realize efficiencies
in the instructional process. Distance learning shows great promise for post-license training.
Turpin and Welles (2006) analysed field data derived from driver performance measurements collected during real
application training in Utah. 355 drivers trained using a simulator based program in the course of eight months. The
simulators collected objective performance data on each trainee. Those data have enabled statistical analyses on the
effectiveness of their training. Conclusions derived from that analysis indicate that critical driving errors in intersections
can be defined, measured and reduced by at least 67%.
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7 Psychology Research
7.1

In the Driver’s Seat: Understanding Young Adults’ Driving Behaviour

Diana Smart and Suzanne Vassallo. Australian Government Institute of Family Studies –
Report No. 12 2005
This report, the product of a collaboration between the Australian Institute of Family Studies, the RACV and the TAC
addressed this issue sing data collected over the course of the Australian Temperament Project (ATP). The ATP is a
longitudinal community study that has followed the development and wellbeing of a group of Victorian children from
infancy to young adulthood. The initial sample comprised 2443 infants (aged 4-8 months) and their parents, who were
representative of the Victorian population. Approximately two-thirds continue to participate in this study after 20 years.
This report is the first in Australia to have examined the possible connections between driver attributes and driving
behaviour using data collected from infancy to adulthood. Some of the most important findings from the report are
highlighted in this Executive Summary:
Unsafe driving behaviours such as speeding and driving when fatigued were relatively common among young drivers.
Nevertheless, only a small proportion of young drivers (7%) reported a consistent pattern of highly unsafe driving.
The group of drivers who engaged in high levels of risky driving behaviour in early adulthood (high risk drivers) could be
distinguished from the other drivers as early as mid childhood (5-8 years), while differences between those who had
been detected speeding on multiple occasions (multiple speeding violation group) and other drivers were evident from
late childhood (9-12 years).
Common risk factors for unsafe or unlawful driving behaviours included a less persistent temperament style, higher
aggression and hyperactivity, higher engagement in anti-social activities, higher multi-substance use, lower cooperation,
higher school adjustment difficulties, more difficulties in relationships with parents, more frequent affiliation with antisocial
peers and a tendency to react explosively or use drugs to cope with stress.
Individual attributes were important predictors: Across all types of problematic driving, the most problematic drivers
could be distinguished from other drivers on a range of individual attributes and behaviours, during adolescence and
early adulthood. Common risk factors for all outcomes were a less persistent temperament style, higher aggression, and
higher rates of involvement in antisocial behaviour and multi-substance abuse.
As well as focusing on skill development, road safety initiatives and driver education programs could be broadened to
included a component highlighting the contribution of individual style and personal factors to driving behaviours and
skills. For example, those who are impulsive or risk takers may be more prone to take impetuous, potentially dangerous
actions while those who have a highly reactive temperament style may be more prone to become upset or irritated by the
actions of other drivers.
Which drivers should be targeted? While the study findings indicated that most young adults engaged in some unsafe
driving behaviour, it should be noted that most did so only occasionally. Only a small number (approx 7%) exhibited a
consistent pattern of highly unsafe driving. This small group of young drivers would appear to represent a major road
safety concern, and hence, interventions aimed at this type of driver would appear worthwhile. The findings from this
collaborative project have increased our understanding of the development of ‘normal’ and ‘problematic’ driving
patterns, and have implications for the nature and timing of interventions aimed at reducing or preventing risky driving,
crash involvement and speeding behaviours among young novice drivers.
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These findings are a reminder that the attributes and capacities that young people bring to the task of driving influence
their skills and effectiveness as drivers, together with situational, structural, and legal factors associated with the driving
environment.

7.2

Psychiatric Risk Factors for Motor Vehicle Fatalities in Young Men

A Dumais, MSc, A D Lesage, R Boyer, A Lavocic, N Chawky, C Menard-Buteau, C Kim & G
Turecki. Can J Psychiatry, Vol 50, No. 13 – Nov 2005.
Motor vehicle accidents are the leading cause of death for individuals aged under 35 years and are a particularly
important source of injury for young men. Accordingly, men have a threefold increased risk of being involved in a fatal
crash, compared with women. In this age group, inexperience, which makes the person less proficient in detecting and
responding to hazards, controlling the vehicle, and integrating speed, has been shown to better explain traffic crashes
than risky behaviours in younger drivers.
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Research Laboratory, Wokingham Berkshire UK.
Can Driving Simulation be used to Predict Changes in Real-World Crash Risk? Monash University Accident Research Centre:
Christina M. Rudin-Brown Amy Williamson Michael G. Lenné 10 December, 2009 ISBN: 0732623693
Young novice drivers, driver education and training: Literature Review July 2008. By Reima Lehtimaki, Soila Juden-Tupakka
Driving Simulator Fidelity and Training Effectiveness: JCF de Winder, P A Wieringa, J Dankelman, M Mulder, M M van Paasen, S
de Groot. 1. BioMechanical Engineering Dept, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands; 2. Control and Simulatoin Division
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, University of Technology, The Netherlands.
VR Simulation: Integrating Drivers and Environments: Thea Lorentzen, Anita Byrnes, Yuji Ito.
K-State Professor Researching Whether Simulators Help Young Teenagers Become Better Drivers: ScienceDaily (June 7, 2005)
— MANHATTAN, KAN.
Report on the Effectiveness of Simulators as Educational Tools - Use of ITS to train and to educate drivers: Ref: GUPM071015T1-DA2 University of Madrid 2007
In the Driver’s Seat: Understanding Young Adults’ Driving Behaviour: Diana Smart and Suzanne Vassallo. Australian
Government Institute of Family Studies – Report No. 12 2005
Psychiatric Risk Factors for Motor Vehicle Fatalities in Young Men? A Dumais, MSc, A D Lesage, R Boyer, A Lavocic, N Chawky,
C Menard-Buteau, C Kim & G Turecki. Can J Psychiatry, Vol 50, No. 13 – Nov 2005
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Product Validation:
 Trialled program with over 5000 users
 Blind Randomised Test against TAC RoadSmart : protocol developed by
Melbourne Uni & conducted at METEC using professional instructors
 myDRIVESCHOOL® students rated 48% more competent & 17% less anxious
 WON 2019 Australasian Serious Games Congress (highest
score ever), competing in USA in December for Global title
®
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Schools & Testimonials:
 ALIGNED/MAPPED with Years 9‐10 & VCAL Curriculum
 20+ students/classroom facilitation = 45‐60minutes
 Haileybury trialled program in 2019 with 85 students, booked 300+ for 2020
 “I was interested in myDRIVESCHOOL® as it facilitated key skills and coordination in a safe environment
before stepping into a vehicle. Also, importantly, it provided an avenue for parents to have open and
engaged discussions about road safety and skill competency”, PRINCIPAL IVANHOE GRAMMAR

®
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Parent Survey:
Do you think reading a book adequately prepares Learner Drivers before getting in
the driver’s seat?

NO

97%

Do you think simulation training could assist to help understand in-cabin controls,
intersection & basic driving skills? ?

YES

98.5%

Do you think 15-16yo would enjoying learning digitally with myDRIVESCHOOL®?

YES

98.5%

Would you like your 15-16yo to have completed myDRIVESCHOOL® before YOU
get in the passenger seat with them?

YES

100%

Would you like myDRIVESCHOOL® to be available at your school?

YES

98.5%

Would you be comfortable paying $60 for myDRIVESCHOOL® annual
subscription?

YES

95%

* 84 RESPONDENTS
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Programs:
PRE LEARNER: Module 1: Basic acceleration, steering & braking exercises
Module 2: Variety of intersections with traffic (Ai – differs every play)
Module 3: Emergency braking exercises
PRE SOLO*:

Module 2: Variety of intersections with traffic (Ai – differs every play)
Module 3: Emergency braking exercises
Module 4: Distraction Management (in development)

M4 ‐ Distraction Management: Currently in development (early stage BETA testing)
Includes texting + driving, fatigue management, drug/alcohol impairment
* NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE, DUE FOR RELEASE 2020

®
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Our Partners/Advisors:

Industry leader in software development,
gaming, Ai, VR & eSports

Supplier of IT platforms for Government,
Business & Educational Institutes

Hardware supply partnership

Russell White – CEO (Advisor)
®
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